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PREFACE

ls a

byt,w,I.ch a set a-orld a

fine n.7ted fo,,' an ,,:rderi:,; plan to describe the positicA.,

of ;e.J., points, regions on a map, parts on an

:1.11e nr sat.ellites in spa(!e) is basic to science,

tenelory and ny areas of everyday life.

The study of coord:.nate systems provides the student

with necessary background for the later development of se

basic alfrebraic and geometric concepts. (oordinate sydt::s

enable one to relate the algebra of numbers to the ;eometry

of sets of points.

The student will study a variety c,f coordinate systems.

The main emphasis, however, is on thc rectanrular coordinate

syste in the olfAne. The information in Table I indicates

this einnhasis.

TABLE I

Typc Or Coo,--tinat, Syst,..1 Lesson 1Iuber
Rctan7 ilar --lor:iinat, 2 in

the planr, 1 '-'
7,j, 10 11

licetan,;u]ar coonatsms Ln
snace r. 11

Lin, coordinates
11

Polar coordinat,2
;infor^lal) )4

Obliur, axes Lt
the Iplan,.. e,

Global or :ograp,.ic
c_,ordinates ,

i

Sn.lcri,-al coordinates
(inf.or'nal) 1_

11
c...ylinirical cool.dinat,'s

(indirectly)

4



OBJECTIVES

fi objecti7 .-:7. . .ach lesson are listed separately

"rir losseL. 13o noL limit your teaching to these

1V, but u thc:..1 as a guide to the intent

The objectives for ea .! lesson

with t:)m know what they are expected

tr, c.

:.11(!y or .,riinatc systems invo1v the student in

'nathelnatI -aJ 'Luations. We feol that he will

le-1 and prar.tio: Lazio problem solving and critical

%hinhinu chills. :.;r.)c!iCie behavioral objectives relative to

r. bJ(. solvi)v rIlical thinking are 6ifficult to formu-

1::,e, howr.vornnd n0, not -Polled out in this booklet.

Tho plwnor . i thL booklet f_s for the student to

bc ab30 . answel. i.. iv.;t;lon: "What is a :oordinate. system?"

Le.;son 11 the key :-1. in terms of evaluating the student's

2urcess in lchievihp; this

S1.11).;0 ln-ler tl. a,. ve irpose is tht ability to con-

:1Lrn::t and nse th Liar tancular ccordinate system in

the p)ane. i,hjeetives miated to this

purl), s( ar :

:1.. The stild,mt wl,A1 1 able to draw the axes for
rigi1r .1i.nate system.

Given a HAte o' ,,rdcred pairs of rational
il(mbcrs t,, Lho student will determine

n-i;t distance for each ax..3.

6.von ax cs properly scaled and
lztbelec, the Audent will be able to plot
thc point, (:1,h) wI 'cz and b are rational
nul,bers.

Lt. 0:yen u par 1:os properly scaled and
iabele.i, with a h, Dit indicated, the student
will be able to (.1eribe its coordinates.
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In addition to a lesson by lesson description of equip-

ment and teachinpi aids, a summary list is given on pages vi

and vii.

Answers are printed in Proximity to the exercises.

E(ereises denote those problems that are for supervised study

in the classroom. Portions of these problems can be used as

brief homework assignments.

The exercises labeled N7POINT, are for use by the stu-

dent in evaluating his progress as he studies the material. .

Power Questions are found at the end of most lessons.

These questions generally require more problem solving

ability than the typical exercise.

Appendix C. contains supplementary activities which the

teacher may wish to utilize.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

A. STUDENT

V.1. Official Highway Map of Oakland

County. One for each 4-5

students. (See Appendix A.)

2. Yardstick. One for each 3-4

students.

*3. Highway Map of Michigan. One

for every 4-5 students.

4. Full circle protractor.

(See Appendix B.)

5. Foot ruler (transparent plastic

if possible).

*6. Model of the first Octant of

the three-dimensional rectan-

gular coordinate system.

LESSON

1

1

4

4,11

4

5,11

*Indicates those materials provided with the booklets.

vi



7. Ruler or compass. 6,7,10,11

Lattice paper. (See Appendix 3.) 11

2. Rectam7.ular coordinate paper

(Sec AppenAix B.

10. Physical models: cubes,

cylinders, cones and spheres.

Classroom demonstration

A variety for each 3-)4 students. 1.1

11. Flex:ble rulers (plastic or cloth

tape). One for every 314 students. 11

12. Construction paper, tape, scissors,

etc., depending on the extent of

display work done.

B. TEACI-ER

*1. Prepared transparencies.

(In cases where the transparencies

are not provided the transparency

masters are given in Appendix B.)

11

Overhead projector. 1-11

Indicates those materials provided with the booklet.

NOTE: The Teacher's Guide for each lesson describes the

transparencies to be used in that lesson.

The information in Table II is given to help the

teacher focus on those lessons which are essential to the

development of the main ideas in the booklet.

vii
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TAT7 IT Proposed Teaching Schedule

Part T

Part TT

Part III

Part

Fart TT

. ?arts I,
Ti

Secret
rode

7.

8.

10. Parts
Ti

11. Part I

Part II

Part III

Id'! romment
TEACHING
nilvs

::otion of location via a
symbol-redon correspondence.

:7,',.ension of Part I

°rid resoluT,ion.

Coordf_nnte systems in everyday
life.

Ordered pairs of whole numbers
and axes.

An everyday coordinate scheme
:Alien can be contrasted with the
rectangular coordinate system.

A type of polar coordinate
cvstem and nn application.

supplementary activity

'';-Dimensional rectangular
coordinates.

Order and position on the
rational number line.

Plotting ordered pairs of
integers.

Plotting ordered pairs of
rational numbers.

Graph distortion.

Associating regions in the
plane with inequality state-
ments.

Extending ordered triples into
all octants.

Line coordinates.

Space coordinates with angles.

Applying knowledge of coordi-
natization.

Essential

Essential

Optional

Essential

Not Essential

Not Essential

Optional

Essential

Essential

Essential

Essential

:ssential

Essential

Essential

Optional

Essential

1

2

Not essential means cover if
Total 252

time allows but do not attempt to teach for mastery.
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LESSON 1 1

MAP COORDINATES

Part I Where is Graham Lake?

The map that yo,..; are using in this lesson is the Official

Highway Map cf Oakland County.

The map shows lakes, cities, highways, airport:, parks

and many places of intorest. Each place has a location on

the map. A location is given by using the letters and

numbers on the sides of the map.

The location of Graham Lake is Z-24. Find this on your

map.

Figure 1

EXERCISES

1

1

1

1

1

1 - -
I

I

11111 MEM %MEND ..

1-3. A location is given in the right hand column below.

Give the name of the lake, city or major intersection

you find at that location.

1.

2.

3.

PLACE

11

LOCATION

0 -9

w-14-

BB-29



OBJ ECTI VES

MAP COORDINATES

the :lea reciun .c 51T1 C'cSL-

Th st,; ) be ablf, tc
9. lc a n=7-.7n -1,Jertifiej 1 a air

cia .!cordinatez

b. ietg-rne the eorc.i Ina te6 of a izen

rec,i:.:n on the lar.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

The oa tc he LIF,e1 with this lesson is the Official

Hirhwa:. 1;.an of :laklan3 County, 14ichigan. It is issued by

the Oakland County Road Commission. A yardstick is helpful

in Pliminr: sorre of the map lccations. (See Appendix A.)

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

PART I

Woodr4,cker Lske
La th rur VIII ar:e

Leonard



Find the location of the places listed in the left

hand coluITTI.

PLACE

Examplc 1. Clarks ton

h. Parker Lake (Oxford Township)

Square Lake

6. 1-75, M-.9 Intersection

7. Pontiac Municipal Airport

2. Your house

9. Your school

LOCATION

Figure 2 shcws a grid. A grid has vertical lines which form
columns and horizrintal lines which forms rows. The rows and

columns intersect to form cells.

If the rows and columns are

labeled with letters or numbers,

then each cell can be named.

is 1

13

Figure 2



ANSWERS CONTINUED

, r U-

U-1)1

will vay frcr. student to student.

Answc:rs will vary fr:r student to student.

TRANSPARENCIES

1-1. A tourist type map of Washington, D.C. (An f7ptional

transparency. See Appendix A.)

P' roe

A backup nrccedure in case the county !-.-n is nc

available.

Project the map on the chalkboard Co that grid

lines and coordinates can be chalked Ir.

A 2iii-!e " by 6" rri ntainin:- s : .

PURPOSES

i. For Lesson I illustratinr the tcwnsLLp

section numberinc,.

. For the Secret Code Exercises fAlcwinE

Lesson 4.

For the seating chart illustration in

Lesson 2.



LESSON 1 3

Figure 3

EXAMPLE

A

4

3

2

A

B C D

X

Y

B C

4

3

2

The X, in Figure 3, is in cell B-3.

10. Give the location of the cell containing the letter Y.

11. Print the letter W in cell A-1.

Vertical and horizontal lines are not drawn on the Oakland

County map, but letters and numbers are used to locate cells

just as in the grid shown in Figure 3.

.12. The numbers are printed in a North-South Line. The

letters are printed in a (an) line.

The letters and numbers used to give locations are called

coordinates. W-4 are the coordinates of a certain section

in Southfield Township.

The letter(s) is the East-West coordinate and the number is

the North-South coordinate.

By using coordinates we can give another person the location

of any object on the map and he can find the position of that

object.

15



ANSWERS CONTINUED

1'7).

::1;1.1.nt':- answer on Yir7ure 3,

CONTENT AND APPROACH

It is sur7jested that the students be allowei to work in

7-ro.ul)s of from three to faux stuents each. This -Gt.

(iwn -i-i the re7iired number of maps and the stude:-!tc car

hell', each other 71,7 !ate coordinates.

Mr) lscation pr id an cxlellent spriard fr

concept of coordinatiation. Th.: main pornose of the lesson

is to introduce the basic notion cf a 1.e:l.on to yA)01 (or-

respcnn6e and how this correspondence is useful.

The term coordinate is introduced in this lesson, but

it should not be mastered. The question of arbitrariness or

convention in giving coordinates is raison in Lesson 2.

Draw the students' attention to the fact that it takes

two coordinates to "fix" or locate a position. Coare the

locatin cf a :lace on the liar.) to two lines :.rer-eci=

a Point.

In Part the student should discover that :!:ere is

more than one coordinate scheme possible on th(

exercises are prranged so that he will see hew tc:wnshlp

section number coor,Inates =ill be used.

Part is an cptional section. An attempt is hadr, ti-

show the student how rid sire is related to res uotion.

Have the students suggest how they may use flnr,r 'arscr

grics tc obtain .reater or lesser degrees of rosc)-;z7cn.

. 16



T'e. first coordinato tells us. how far to go ';ori27,ontally on

the map. The second coordinate tells us ',ow far to go

vertically on the snap.

POINT

Which coordinate, the East-West or the North-South, tells

how many units to move horizontally?

PART 2 TOWNSHIPSECTION NUMBER

A township is a square parcel of land s'x miles on a side.

Each township is divided into thirty-six sections.

EXERCISES

1. Give the name of a city in Avon Towns!..ip.

2. What township do you live in?

3. Each township is how long on a side?

4. The area of each section is

5. The mile roads run East-West, in Oakland County, starting

with road at the southern end of the County.

. 17
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POINT ANSWER

r. EL1:T-Wr:st '

THINGS TO DISCUSS.

Dees each rerion,. on the ,nap, have a s7.7m1-:: whiTh
,-,-)Fresponds to it?

Town shin name-ser:.tion nuinber as an alternate
1ation scheme. Class discussion should
a'ivantaFes and 1.salvantares of each sThe-e.

EXAMPLE A disadvantage of the tornshl-
scheme is that there is no refer,mt

the first coordinate. Cr
hunt for the townshin nam

The irnlied /71:id. Each ccll of the rfid ocresnonis
to one square mile. For most map uors this iecree
of resolution is acceptable. How do you -
finer resolution?

EXAMPLE Sunpose that the scale on th.-
1 mile. Each pair of ma: cr ato,s

one square wile. If a transparo'n% .r1c1

four squares per inch was used as on vrri
then an area 1 of a square !Ale
1)cate-d. lo

Have the students make sur;restions
created coordinates.

r".
1",; ":1

PART 2 ANSWERS

1. Answers will vary from student to student.
Answers will vary from student to student.

3. Six miles.
4 One square mile.

Eight



1..F.::7CI:

Giv,- the location of each section by civinc the Inan
.:.nonilnatez rf the section and the name of 1 he tf:wn-
:-.hin that the section i ::: in.

MAP COORDINATES

SQUARE LAKE

CROOKS
LIVERNOIS

LONG

WEST MAPLE

LAKE

FARMINGTON ORCHARD
LAKE

FOUR TEEN
MILE

TEN NILE

NOVI

NAME OFTOWNSHIP

MAP COORDINATES

NAME OF TOWNSHIP

MAP COORDINATES

MEADBROOOW-
K

NAME OF TOWNSHIP

NINE MILE

19



T

Exercises 6-17 are designed to enable the student to see

how township name, Section Number coordinates could be used

as an alternate map location scheme.

ANSWERS CON TINUED

6. AA-11 Troy

7. P-7 West Bloomfield

8. K-2 Novi

20



6

What are nu:nbers like those nhowa in Fis7ure 4 used C! or'

at the legend on the !Etil.

a 10

16

Figure 4

15

Leo;.

9. Township secticns are numbered in a special way. Complete

the numbering of each section in Figure 5.

NORTH

10.

WEST

Figure 5

I

8

28

SOUTH

17 16

20 21

NOVI

21 22
28 27

4

EAST

MAP COORDINATES

NAME OF TOWNSHIP



ANSWERS CONTINUED

6 5 4 3 2 I

7 8 9 10 II 12

18 17 16 15 14 13

19 20 21 22 23 24

30 29 28 27 26 25

31 32 33 34 35 36

22



Li7.ON 1 7

16.

Plnl secstion 9 in Troy Township. Give its map

cocrlinates.

.any miles is section Y-9 from Y-2?

Coiplete the table in Figure 6 so that each township

secl;ion corresponds to its proper location.

Township name and
Section number Map Location

Pontiac-a

V-10

Waterford -21

F-1

Figure 6

To names and section numbers can also be used to

give map locations. The township name acts as one coor-

dinate and the section number acts as the other coordinate.

17. In giving the location of Childs Lake you now have two

choices. You can give its coordinates as

a. (Letter(s, Number) Or

D. (Township Name, Section Number)

Do you see any advantages in using township names and

section numbers for locations? Any disadvantages?



ANSWERS CONTINUED

_
_

_
T -

F-7 or -Pc-rc1-3 'S

2-1



8 LESSON 1

Part 3 (Optional) Grid Size

Many places on the map (especially cities, large lakes and

parks) do not lie entirely within the boundaries of any

one section. This is not a real disadvantage if you are

just interested in general location.

EXAMPLE: Your friend asks, "Where is South Lyon?" Would

you say it's at A-2, B-2, A-3, or B-3? Your

friend should be able to find South Lyon by using

any one of these four locations.

Each location like BB-17 names a section on the map. Each

section measures one mile on a side. Thus, each symbol

like BB-17 or F-7, etc., locates ore square mile. Think

of a way to locate areas on the map which are smaller than

one square mile.

Figure 7

EXERCISES

A

C

B

1. Let points A, B, and C, in Figure 7, represent places in

one of the square mile township sections. Draw a grid

over Figure 7 so that each point is in a separate cell.



PART 3 ANSWERS

1. Answers will vary from student to student.

A possible answer is a 3 by 3 grid.

A.

.B

C



T.,F.T,S ON 1.

2. Think of a way to label the rows and columns on the

Grid shown in Figure 8. Use your labels to give the

location of the corner of Seventh and Ludlow.

Ltios.0

Rocwesr-ER_

Figure 8

J. What is the area, in square miles, of each cell shown

in Figure 8?

9



ANSWERS CONTINUED

2. answers will vary from student to student.
3. 1 of a square mile.

16



10 LESSON 2

COORDINATE SYSTEMS

Part I Knowing the label can you locate the object?

In Lesson 1, an object was located on the map by using

its map coordinates.

Different types of coordinate systems are used in many

places every day.

A coordinate system assigns a label to an object. Know-

ing the label you can locate the object that is named by the

label.

A ticket to a football game gives the coordinates of a

seat in the stadium.

Figure 1

TICKET 23 14

SECTION ROW SEAT

Knowing the coordinates, G-23-14, you can locate the seat.

A shopping center parking lot uses a coordinate system

as an aid in locating your car.

AREA
RED

1

Figure 2

AREA

BLUE

3

t
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COORDINATE SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

1. To review and extend Lesson 1. The student will be able
to describe various numbering of numeral-letter combi-
nation scheme 3 which are used for location purposes.

,. The student is given the problem of improvinG a coat
checking system. He is to apply the criterion quecti )11:
knowing the label can I locate the object that is
named by the label?

J. The student will discuss the coordinati7.ation of
seating chart using the terms origin, axe: , axis and
coordinate(s).

These terms are used in an introductory way and it is

not necessary to master them at this time.

4. The student understands the need for an agreement en tiv,
order used in giving coordinates. He realizes, for
example, that the object located at (6,2) is not the same
as the obj?ct located at (2,6).

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

TRANSPARENCIES (See Appendix 13)

2-1. A single 6" by 6" grid containing 36 sq. inch c
(Also used in Lesson I)

PURPOSE

1. For the seating chart illustration.

2. For the Secret Code Exercises felR)winr:
Lesson 4.

2-2. Zip code

2-3. Centerville City (Streets, Avenues and heuso.numbr

2-4. Parking lot

PURPOSE
1. To generate class discussion abruf various

coordinate schemes.

30



LESSON 2 11

The parking lot shown in Fir:;ure 2 is divided into sec-

t-Ions and each seetion is divided into rows.

The coordinates Red-G ninpoint a certain row in a

certain section. How would you improve this coordinate sys-

te.1 so that the coordinates would locate an individual parking

snacc in a -ow?

Zip code is a five-digit coordinate system that locates

areas within the United States and its possessions for

nurposes of simplifying the distribution of 'nail.

Figure 3

ZIP CODE NATIONAL AREAStirg f rt
WET

HAISAllo
ALASKA

ellIATOK PACOT:
VIRGIN

0

In the Zip code, the United States and its possessions

are divided up into 10 large geographic areas. Each area

consists of three or more states or possessions and is given

a number between 0 and 9, inclusive. What number area is

Michigan in?

Each of these large Zip code areas is divided into two

or more sub-areas.

Together, the first three digits of any Zip code number

stand for either a particular Sectional Center or a metropo-

litan city. (See Figure 4.)

31



CONTENT AND APPROACH

The students discuss variclls commcn everyday laticn

.77,hees, e.g. football tickets, parking lot signs and

:cpcies. They are then asked to design an improved coat

chechinF system.

The principal notion in Part One of this les son is that. (17
location. An object is labeled with a symbol. This symbol may

only identify the object, but it can also ser\ tc locate or

fix the object's position.

In many instances it is desirable that the correspon-

dence between the objects and their labels be one-to-one.

It should not be inferred, however, that such a correspondence
is necessary.

The parking lot coordinate system could be improved by

numbering the individual parking stalls. Then the coordinates

Red-G-26 would pinpoint the exact location of a particular
car. The students will argue that this need not he done

because if a person remembers Red-G, they can usually see their
car when they get to this area. The point is, however, the

relationship between the coordinates and the location. That
is, how the coordinates "pin point" or "fix" the exact lo-

cation of an object.



12

WHAT YOUR ZIP CODE MEANS

National

o
Part of state, a state.

or several states

Li
I

SECTIONAL
CENTER

OR

ILARGE CITY

Figure 4

POST
OFFICE

DELIVERY
AREA

EXAMPLE

SIC tICONS4
.1:of C.TY

0 OSI COICI

DID:01WD_ ;

Sta.O.st
11

CINti4 '

1.4 34 04111,10

54 j 14
WI ) L.V.7. 01

LESSON 2

The last two digits stand for a post office or a deli-

very area. What is your Zip code? Do you think a letter

could be delivered that has just a name and the Zip code for

an address? Why?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Explain how each of the following are used as a coordi-

nate system. What is located? How is it located?

a. House numbers in a city

b. Room numbers in a hotel

c. Dewey decimal system (in the library)

d. Ticket to a play

e. Latitude and longitude on a world map

2. Can you suggest other types of coordinate systems?



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ANSWERS

;it. In :ost Arlerlr!an citiez the house numbers are arranged

in cuc!1.1 a way that:

(:) are even :n one site of the street and

t..n the other side.

riThcy increase in magnitudes of 10.7) ror each

They inrease in size as one is leaving the

center of the city.

T 12

of -nurse, there are all kinds of exceptions, but overall,

house numbers can be thought of as a coordinate scheme.

TAng the "Centerville City" transparency we see how house

numbers combine with a street - avenue rectangular grid to

produce a nice c3crdinate system.

The nddress: 25 Second Avenue N.E. tells you that the

house is in the third block north of First Street and east of

First Avenue and on the right hand side of the avenue going

north.

b. Room numbers in a hotel usually correspond to the floor

number that the room is on.

Students may be encouraged to suggest schemes which

would better coordinatize hotel rooms.

c. Have the students discuss how books are classified and

located in their library.

J. Section Number, Row Number, Seat Number is a typical

sTheme used in large theaters or stadiums.

e. Many students. will remember latitude and longitude from

geography class. If they do not remember, then postpone

this discussion until Lesson 3.
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EXERCISES

Scott Wright has been chosen to be chairman of the coat-

room committee for the Annual Junior Senior Dance. The

chief part of his job will be to organize a way to cheek coats

in and out.

Scott wants to make it easy to locate and return a coat

when the check stub is turned in.

The coatroom will be in Mr. Rolfe's classroom.

Figure 5

Nine coat-

racks are to be

used.

Figure 6

35
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See Items 3 and 4 in Appendix
C for supplementary activities.

T 13

2. Ask the students to suggest labels which are used for

location purposes. The criterion is: knowing the label

can I locate the object that is named by the label? You

will get responses such as:

1. Coat checks

2. Zip code

3. Parking lot signs

4. Automobile license
numbers

5. Telephone number

6. Social Security number

Arguments will arise over some of these suggestions.

For example, knowing a car's license number may not help

you locate the car. It should, however, help you locate

the name and address of the owner.

The general idea of a coordinate scheme should be made

clear: knowing the scheme one can locate the object's

position, using the label assigned to the object, and deter-

mine the label given the object's location.

Some students may be familiar with the Tornado Plotting

Map shown on page 37. Others may know something about

numerically controlled machine tools like the one

illustrated on page 78.

One of the purposes of this discussion is to impress the

students with the general nature of coordinate systems

and their utility.

NOTE:
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Ilk

T.ESSON 2

Help Scott t :ink of a smooth way to cheek coats in and

out of the coatroom.

1. Place the coatracks in Mr. Rolfe's room. Use your own

design. Show your answer by drawing

the coatracks, on the picture in Figure 5.

2. The numbering used on the coatchecks should be part of

your coordinate system for locating the coats. Show how

you would label the coatchecks. Answer by labeling a

sample ticket below.

ANNUAL JUNIOR
SENIOR WINTER

NUMBER 1 DANCE

' coat check

NUMBER

3. Mark an "x" on your design in Figure 5 to show where the

coat is located that goes with your answer to Exercise 2.

4. Compare your coordinate system with others in your class.

Can there be more than one answer?

Part 2 Seating Chart Numbers

(Your teacher will handle this part of the lesson using

an overhead transparency of the seating chart for your class.)

37
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The coat checking exercise is an open ended problem.

The students are expected to design a coordinate system which

will involve the placement of the coatracks in Mr. Rolfe's

classroom and the corresponding labels en the coatchecks.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. A possible answer.

-J
cootracks

[1]

CLASSROOM

.
table

Check to see if the students used

the dimensions of the classroom and

the coatracks, allowing for adequate

aisle space and the width and length

of the racks.

2. Answers will vary. The numbering on the coatracks should

governed by an overall coordinate scheme.

3. Answer depends on the students' answer to exercises one

and two above.

4. Have the students display their systems.
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EXERCISES

Sandra David Al Judy M. Fred Harry

John June Phil Mark L nn

Mike B. Donna Steve Diane Lonnie

Evelyn Bill Dan Judy R. Roy

Martha Carol Debbie Jean Terry Bob

Peter Mary Stu Phyllis Ginny Mike W.

The following exercises use the seating chart shown above.

1. Jean's seating chart coordinates are (3,1). Her row

coordinate is 3. One is her ? coordinate.

2. Peter is sitting at the origin of the seating chart coor-

dinate system. What are his coordinates?

3. Everyone sitting on the seat axis has what number for

their row coordinate?

4. Everyone sitting on the row axis has what number for

their seat coordinate?

5. Give Steve's coordinates.

6. Who is sitting at (3,2)?

7. Do the coordinates (3,2) locate the same position as

the coordinates (2,3)?



PART 2 SEATING CHART NUMBERS

Having discussed some basic principles of location, the

class is now ready to apply them and obtain their seat

coordinates.

Use an overhead transparency of your seating chart.

(Sample chart used on page 15)
S

5

4

3

2

1

0

Sandra David Al Judy M. Fred Harry

John June Phil Mark Lynn

Mike B. Donna Steve Diane Lonnie

Evelyn Bill Dan Judy R.Roy

Martha Carol Debbie Jean Terry Bob

Peter Mary Stu Phyllis Ginny Mike W.
1 2 3 4 5

T 15

4 R

Discuss some of the disadvantages of numbering the seats

from one to thirty-six. For example, the fact that Diane

sits in seat nuri,ber 21 does not pinpoint her seat quickly.

The speed with which one is able to locate a point is a

measure of the efficiency of the coordinate system. Use

the notation (R,S). Tell Peter that his number is (0,0).

Ask Stu what he thinks his number is. He might answer

(0,2). Tell him he is close and see if he changes it to

(2,0).

Have the class consider the alternate notation (S,R).

They should readily see that some convention as to order

is needed.

Define the terms row coordinate, seat coordinate, row

axis, seat axis, and origin. These terms will only be used

in a general introductory way, so do not over-emphasize them.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. Seat, 2. (0,0), 3. Zero, 4. Zero, 5. (2,3),

6. Dan, 7. No.



LESSON 2

8. We use the symbol (R,S) for the coordinates of a place

on the seating chart. R is a number along the row axis

and S is a number along the seat axis.

a. Give the names of those students sitting where R=5.

(5,D) (5,3)

(5,1) (5,4)

(5,2) (5,5)

b. Give the names of those students sitting where R=S.

c. Give the names of those students sitting where

R + S = 4.

d. Give the names of those students sitting where

R + S = 7.
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ANSWERS CONTINUED

8 a. (5,0) Mike W.

(5,1) Bob

(5,2) Roy

b. (0,0) Peter

(1,1) Carol

(2,2) (empty seat)

(5,3) Lonnie

(5,4) Lynn

(5,5) Harry

(3,3) Diane

(4,4) Mark

(5,5) Harry

c. (0,4) John (3,1) Jean

(1,3) Donna (4,0) Ginny

(2,2) (empty seat)

d. (2,5) Al

(3,4) Phil

(4,3) (empty seat)

(5,2.) Roy

Indicate the front row of seats as the row axis. These

seats are numbered from left to right and each number is a

row coordinate.

Indicate the extreme left-hand row of seats as the seat
axis. The seats are numbered from front to back and each

number is a seat coordinate.

The axes intersect at the origin. The origin and the

axis may be relocated.

Vary the activity by having certain blocks of students

stand. Have the class specify those standing by giving their

seat coordinates.

If the class is doing well and further exploration is

in order, vary the position of the origin and see if they

can catch on to their new seat coordinates.

Following the discussion of the seating chart coordinates,

have the students start their assignment.
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THE GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

A ship in distress out in the Atlantic Ocean radios its

position to potential rescuers.

Figure 1

How will the rescuing ships or planes use the location

information?

43



LESSON 3
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THE GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

OBJECTIVES

1. To provide a coordinate scheme which is in contrast
to those presented in Lessons 1 and 2.

2. The student is able to use the global coordinate
system to locate a given position on the globe
(or flat map).

a. He can point to (30° N, 40° W), for example.

b. Given a specific place on the globe (or flat
map) he can describe its coordinates to the
nearest degree.

NOTE It is assumed that the student can read a protractor
to the nearest degree; knows that there are 60 seconds
in a minute, 60 minutes in a degree and 360 degrees
in a circle. The student should have prior experience
measuring central angles of a circle.

The mastery of longitude and latitude is not essential

to the achievement of the objectives for this Booklet so judge

the time you spend on this lesson accordingly.
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Lines on the globe form a sort of grid. They help us

locate the position of an object anywhere on the surface

of the earth.

The lines running from the North Pole to the South Pole

are called lines of longitude. Lines running around the

globe, parallel to the Equator, are called lines of latitude.

NP NP

Figure 2

LONGITUDE
LINES

45

LATITUDE
LINES
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EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

It is desirable to have several globes in the clas3room

for this lesson. A flat map has the longitude and latil;ude

lines, but it is not as effective. An atlas, almanac or other

reference is helpful in obtaining geographic coordinates.

TRANSPARENCIES

3-1. Two globes showing latitude and longitude lines with
overlays showing reference lines and degree markings.

3-2. Two globes showing specific angles of longitude and
latitude (slices taken out of the globe).

3-3. A realistic illustration of a globe showing the
coordinates of several key cities. (See Appendix B)

PURPOSE

1. To help illustrate the global coordinate
system.

A rubber ball can be cut to show an angle of longitude

or an angle of latitude.
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Latitude is measured, in degrees, north and south from

the Equator. The Equator is 0° latitude. The Equator divides

the globe into two halves, north latitude and south latitude.

To see an angle of latitude you have to imagine the

globe with a slice taken out.

NORTH POLE

51° NORTH
LATITUDE

SOUTH POLE

Figure 3

ANGLE OF
LATITUDE

Point A, in Figure 3, is on the Equator. Point 0 is

the center of the Earth. The measure of angle AOB is 51°.

Every point on the 51° north latitude circle is 51° above

the Equator.

The North PoLe is at 90° north latitude. Where is the

South Pole located?

The longitude lines are called great circles because the

center of each circle of longitude is also the center of the

Earth.
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CONTENT AND APPROACH

Globe location provides a contrast for plane coordinates.

A knowledge of angle measure in degrees and minutes is needed.

by the student.

The imaginary lines of latitude and longitude form a

unique coordinate system for the Earth. Any object on Earth

can be "fixed" by obtaining the coordinates of latitude and

longitude.

Thus, the ship shown in Figure 1 on the students' lesson

is radioing its position-thirty-five degrees north latitude:

(that is, 35° above the Equator) and fifty degrees west lon-

gitude (that is, 50° west of the Greenwich line).

A goal of this first unit in coordinate geometry is to

provide the student with some experiences from which he will

be able to draw a generalization. These experiences are re-

lated to coordinatization of various geometric regions. The

generalization centers around the variety of ways one can

design a coordinate scheme. This lesson provides one such

experience.

To see the relationship between an angle of latitude and

a circle of latitude, bend a piece of wire to form an acute

angle. The vertex of the angle will represent the center of

the Earth. Rotate the wire angle so that the locus of one

endpoint represents the Equator and the locus of the other

endpoint represents a circle of latitude. Use transparency

3-2 to show an angle of latitude. Sketch in the circle of

latitude, 30° N.

48
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Great circles are important because the shortest distance

between two points on the globe is along an arc of a great

circle.

If you slice the globe along any great circle, you will

cut the globe in half.

NP

NOT ALONG A GREAT
CIRCLE

NP

SP

Figure 4

POINT

1. There is only one line of latitude

circle. What is its name?

which is

2. Which lines are parallel to the Equator?

3. The latitude of the Equator is ? degrees.

SP

a great



N(POINT ANSWERS

1. Equator

3. Zero

2. Circles of latitude

T 20

All lines of latitude do not have the same circum-

ference. \Haye!the students see the circles growing smaller

from the Equator to one of the poles.

Navigators talk of taking the "great circle route".

Use a piece of string on the globe to illustrate a great

circle route. The great circle route is the shortest distance

between two points on the globe.

Ask the students to imagine slicing a sphere with a

plane. The slice which passes through the center of the

sphere contains the circle of maximum radius.

The Earth is quite spherical. (It is slightly "fatter"

around the Equator, but the degree of out-of-roundness is so

slight that, for all practical purposes, it is a sphere.)
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An important line of longitude runs through Greenwich,

England. Greenwich is just outside London.

Actually, this important circle of longitude has two

parts. The half circle that runs through Greenwich is often

called the Prime Meridian. The other half of this circle is

called the International Dateline.

This circle made up of the Prime Meridian and the Inter-

national Dateline divides the globe into two halves, east

longitude and west longitude.

INTERNATIONAL
DATELINE

WEST
LONGITUDE

Figure 5

NORTH POLE

PRIME
MERIDIAN

SOUTH POLE

EAST
LONGITUDE

Each line of longitude "cuts" the Equator. Beginning

with the Prime Meridian, lines of longitude are numbered

from 0° to 180° in both the east and west directions.

51
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Use transparency 3-2 to show an angle of longitude.

Have the students imagine the Earth cut in half along

the Equatorial plane. Place a full circle protractor on

this "half-Earth" to illustrate how the angles of longitude

are marked off on the equator on the globe.
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The Prime Meridian is 3° longitude.

Dateline is 180° longitude.

NP

GREENWICH

SP
Figure 6

TEf7S01.!

The :nternational

EAST

Figure 7

To see an angle of longitude you must again imagine

the globe with a slice taken out. NP

Figure 8

ANGLE OF
LONGITUDE

Points A, B, and C in Figure 8 all lie on the F)0° west

longitude line.
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Focus the students' attention on the locus of all points

having the same longitude. For example, all points having

the longitude 600 W lie on the same half-circle (line of

longitude).

The difficulty in seeing this, for some students, is

that longitude is measured east and west, but the lines of

longitude run north-south.

54
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Suppose you were to travel around the Earth on a circle

which passes through both Poles.

Using Figure 8, to be specific, suppose you start your

trip at the South Pole and travel north along the 80° west

longitude lf.ne.

As you travel along this arc, passing through points

C, B and A you are always 80° west of the Prime Meridian.

However, when you cross over the North Pole heading

south you are on a different longitude line. How many degrees

east of the Prime Meridian are you now?

V POINT

1. The circle formed by the Prime Meridian and the

International Dateline divides the globe into two

halves, ? longitude and ? longitude.

2. Longitude is measured in degrees east and west

from the

3. All lines of longitude pass through which points

on the globe?

Latitude and longitude lines form a set of geographic

coordinates. Any position on Earth can be located by giving

two angle measures: The number of degrees latitude (stating

whether north or south) and the number of degrees longitude

(stating whether east or west). By agreement, latitude is

always given first.
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Show the students how a circle of longitude has two

parts. For example, the half circle which represents the .

80° W longitude line is part of a circle where the other half

represents the 100° E longitude line. Have them discover

that the sum of the two longitudes which are part of the same

great circle is 180°.

1 POINT ANSWERS

1. East and West.

2. Prime Meridian or Greenwich Line.

3. North and South Poles.

56
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Two great circles act as the

reference lines or axes of

the geographic coordinate

system.

Figure 9

LESSON 3

NP

SP

The point where the Prime Meridian and the Equator

intersect is called the origin of the global coordinate

system.

Degrees of latitude are marked off on the Greenwich Line.

starting at the origin and proceeding to the North Pole

or to the South Pole.

Degrees of longitude are marked off on the Equator

starting at the origin and proceeding east or west.

EXAMPLE:

Mexico City is located approximately

at (19° N, 99° W) . Find this on your

globe.

Geographic coordinates for the two Poles need a special

agreement. Since all lines of longitude pass through both

the North and South Poles we have to agree on what to use

for their second coordinate.
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Have the students see the relationsh!p between the

angles formed with vertices at the center of the Earth and

how the angle measures are labeled on the globe (or flat map).

Since each Pole is situated on all lines of longitude, it

is necessary to make a special agreement as to what to use as

the longitude coordinate. We have designated zero degrees for

this purpose.

Make sure that the students understand that giving

latitude first in geographic coordinates is simply an agree-

ment. Order is important, but for most coordinate systems

it is an arbitrarily agreed upon order.

Compare locating points on the globe with locating

points on the map in Lesson 1. The axes in the former case

are the Prime Meridian and the Equator.
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We will agree to use 0° for the longitude coordinate

of the poles.

Scuth Pole

North Pole

Geographic Coordinates

(90° S, 0°)

(90° N, 0°)

N( POINT

I. What are the coordinates of the origin? Are the

abbreviations N, S, E or W necessary?

2. What are the coordinates of the point where the

International Dateline and the Equator intersect?

3. Explain how the Equator and the circle formed by

the Prime Meridian and the International Dateline

are like the axes used in Lessons 1 and 2.
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N/POINT ANSWERS

(00,00). Not really.

T 25

2. (00,1800).

3. They are reference lines along which the unit, in this

case an angle measure, is counted off. Like the axes

in Lessons 1 and 2, these circles intersect perpendicu-

larly at the origin. There is, however, a second point

of intersection, (001 180°)

60
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EXERCISES

In which half do the following countries lie?

COUNTRY

1. Brazil

2. Japan

J. United States

4. Australia

5. France

COUNTRY

6. Canada

7. India

8. Australia

9. Argentina

10. Sweden

EAST OR WEST LONGITUDE

NORTH OR SOUTH LATITUDE

11. Which line of latitude is a great circle?

12. Navigators talk about traveling the "great circle route".

What does that mean?

13. The 00 longitude line is called the line.

14. Can the circumference of the earth be measured along

any circle of latitude?
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ANSWERS CONTINUED

1. West

2. East

3. West

4. East

5. A little in each half

6. North

7. North

8. South

9. South

10. North

11. Equator

12. Taking the route of shortest distance from one point

on the Earth to another. The center of a great

circle is also the center of the Earth.

13. Greenwich. It is also called the Prime Meridian.

14. No. The circumference of various circles of lati-

tude change with the location of the circle.
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1r-18. Give the coordinates (to the nearest degree) of each

city giver below.

CITY

15. Paris, France

lr, New York City

17. Pontiac, Michigan

18. Greenwich, England

LOCATION

19. The center of which country is located approximately at

(25° S, 135°

20. Find the origin on the globe Describe its geographic

location.

21. Imagine a line running from a poirt on the globe,

through the center of the globe and exiting on the

"opposite" side of the globe.

Give the coordinates of the point located on the

"opposite" side of the globe from the given point.

a. (0°, 50° W)

b. (30° N, 0°) ,..

c. (45° N, 180°).

d. (30° N, 80cW)

22. Find the locations of Boulder, Colorado and Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania. Subtract their longitude coordinates to

obtain the number of degrees longitude between them.

63
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ANSWERS CONTINUED

15. (48° N, 2° E)

16. (40° N, 74° W)

17. (43° N, 83° W)

18. (51° N, 00). Discuss why you do not need an east or

west designation.

19. Australia.

These should be

approximations.

T 27

20. At the intersection of the Greenwich Line and the

Equator. A point approximately 330 miles south of

Ghana and 660 miles west of Gabon.

21. a. (0°, 130° E) c. (45° S, 0°)

b. (30° S, 180°) d. (30° S, 100° E)

22. (40° N, 105° W`, (40° N, 75° W). 30° difference

in longitude. As a special project you may wish

to have a few students determine the distance

between these two cities based on the 30° difference.

EXAMPLE:

(7,918 mi.) 7 (cos 40°). 30°::-- 1,608 mi.

360°
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LESSON 3

POWER QUESTIONS

1. Each rectangular section on the coordinate system used

on the map (See Lesson 1) was the same size. Explain

why this is not so on the globe.

2. A hunter set out from his camp one day. He walked one

mile south and then two miles east. He then shot a

bear and towed it one mile north and arrived at his

camp. Where was the hunter's camp?

FOR YOU TO DO

Look up the coordinates of the geographic center of the
United States.
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ANSWERS TO POWER QUESTIONS

1. Circles of latitude have smaller circumferences as

one moves from the EqUator to either pole.

(This exercise can be used to provoke an interesting

discussion on problem solving.) North Pole. The

hunter's camp could also be anywhere on a circle of

approximately
890

58' 51" south latitude. The

hunter walks one mile south from his camp which places

him on a circle of latitude with an approximate cir-

cumference of two miles. Thus, a two mile east .

brings him completely around the circle and back to

point one mile south r_f his camp.

Also, consider a circle latitude such that its cir-

cumference C is an exact divisor of 2 (2 = NC).

The hunter's camp could be any place ch the circle

of ...atItude located one mile north from this circle.

FOR YOU TO DO ! Tne geographic center of the forty-eight

nnterminous states was determined by the Coast and

Geodetic Survey in 1918. The center-of gravity

method was used. This geographic center was approxi-

mately at
(390

50'N,
980

35'W) near Lebanon, Kansas.

When Alaska became our 49th state the geographic center

shifted to (44° 59'N, 103° 38'W) nea. Castle Rock,

Butte County, South Dakota. Later when Hawaii IA:3 ad-

mitted to the Union, the geographic center moved to

(44° 58'N, 103° 46'W).



LESSON 4

RULER AND PROTRACTOR COORDINATES

Part I The Origin at Lansing

Fix the full circle protractor on the map so that the

center is on the "star"

line runs north-south.

and the 0-180 degree
X4MOWn0

4/ See the picture below.

Figure 1

U.S. Highway 27 runs north-south out of Lansing, just

below St. Johns. You can use it to line up your protractor.

29
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RULER AND PROTRACTOR COORDINATES

OBJECTIVES

1. To introduce the student to polar coordinates.

2. To extend the student's concept of coordinatization.

3. To provide a contrast to rectangular coordinates.

4. The student will be able to set up a type of polar
coordinate scheme on a map and utilize the scheme
to locate positions and obtain coordinates.

NOTE: It is not necessary to use the term polar coordinate
with the students.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

Give each small group of students a highway map of

Michigan, a full circle protractor, and a fcot ruler (trans-

parent plastic if possible). See Appendix B.

NOTE: The activity discussed below uses this equipment.
However, many variations are possible so be crea-
tive if you do not have the recommended material
at hand.

TRANSPARENCIES

4-1. An outline map of Michigan. Several key cities
are indicated. A 10 inch ruler (unit: one-eighth
inch) and a full circle protractor (unit: 5

degrees). Both measuring instruments are trans-
parent and movable. (See Appendix B)

PURPOSE

1. To illustrate a polar coordinate scheme
in locating cities in Michigan.

*NOTE: The map used to determine the coordinates in this
lesson is the Michigan Highway Map published by
Tempo Designs, Lincolnwood, Illinois for Standard
Oil Division American Oil Company.
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The direction of an object on the map is obtained by

measuring the angle between the north line and the line

joining the center of the protractor to the object.

The direction angle is measured Ln degrees from north

in a clockwise direction. This angle is called the bearing

of the object from the center of the protractor. Thus a

bearing of 90° would be due East.

A bearing and a distance can be used to locate any place

on the map. When we give the location of a place on the map

we give its coordinates.

(distance, bearing)

By agreement, the distance is listed first.

EXAMPLE:

Figure 2

7"
The coordinates of Cadillac are (5p-, 338°).

CADILLAC
5 Pe", 338°W

5 7.8

270°

I

90°
LANSING

184).

The distance coordinate for Lansing is zero. What is the

bearing for Lansing?

Since there is no angle between Lansing and itself we will

agree to call the bearing of Lansing 0°.

. 69
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CONTENT AND APPROACH

Present the students with the problem of coordinatizing

the map of Michigan using a ruler and a full circle protractor.

Use the analogy of the pilot flying his plane on a cer-

tain bearing for a certain distance. Or use the picture of

the hunter in the woods finding his way with a magnetic

compass.

Help the students position their protractors and line

up the zero-degree mark toward north. Working in small groups,

of from three to four students each, the students should be able

to answer most of their own questions.

After the students have completed Exercises 1-8 (Part 1)

in their small groups, draw them together with a class discus-

sion.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

The follow-up discussion should take up these points:

1. The arbitrariness of:

a. The placement of the center of the
protractor.

Move the origin around so that the students
see that the coordinates of a position change
relative to the position of the origin.
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POINT

Explain

1. Where the origin of this coordLnate system is.

2. What arc the coordinates of the origin?

EXERCISES

1. Give the name of the city located by the given coordi-

nates. (The measurements have been rounded off to the

nearest it inch and nearest 1 degree.)

COORDINATES CITY

a. ( 5 , 80°) a.

b. (4", 225°) b.

c. (10i , 2°) c.

d. (I f3'-", 167°) d.

e. (0", 0°) e.

f. 0514", 332°) f.

2. Determine the coordinates of the following cities.

Measure to the center of the circle used to indicate

cities on the map.

CITY COORDINATES

a. Muskegon

b. Midland

c. Kalamazoo

a

b.

c.
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b. The way in which the angle measure is
reported.

Some protractors are labeled 00-360° in a

counterclockwise direction. The 0° - 180°

line could be placed to run east-west instead

of north-south. Positive and negative or

east, west, north and south designations could

be used along with the angle measure in degrees.

The students should see the importance of agree-

ing to some convention.

Ni( POINT ANSWERS

1. Lansing

2. (0", 0°)

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

PART I

1. a. Port Huron d. Jackson

b. Three Rivers e. Lansing

c. Cheboygan f. Marquette

2. a.

b.

(4 292°)

(3 r, 13°)

(:3 I, 240°)
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d. Traverse City

e. Pontiac

f. Lansing

d.

e.

f.

LESSON 4

3. What is the distance coordinate of Wyandotte?

4. What is the angle coordinate for Detroit?

5. Could the order of the coordinates be changed? That is,

could the angle measure be the first coordinate? Why?

Use the map of Michigan the following page to do

these exercises.

6. Place the center of your protractor on the dot labeled

O. Point 0° north. Plot the following points.

A.(1 I", 208°)
8

B.(1 2"
'

130°)
8

C. (1 1", 333°)

D. (3", 348°)

7. Give the names of the cities that you think are located

at Points A, B, C, D and O.

8. What are the coordinates of point 0?



ANSWERS CONTINUED

°
8

d. (7 , 338°)

e. (3 r, 95°)

f. (0", 0°)

1"J 4 17, 4. 109°

T 32

5. Yes. The order of listing the coordinates is arbitrary.
The students, however, should agree on the need for a
convention. Polar coordinates have the distance coor-
dinate listed first.

6. See the map on page T 33

7. A. Kalamazoo; B. Flint;

D. St. James, Beaver Isle.

8. (0", 0°)

C. Traverse City

0. Mt. Pleasant

THINGS TO DISCUSS CONTINUED

2. The idea of order. We agree to give the distancs first.
It is not as easy to mix the coordinates (6", 23 ) with
(230, 6") as it is to mix coordinates like (5,10) and
(10, 5). Note: the symbol " for inches should not
be confused with the same symbol used for seconds on
angle measure.

3. The comparison of rectangular coordinates to polar
coordinates.

a. Both the rectangular grid (Lesson 1) and
this lesson use an ordered pair for coor-
dinates. There is a first coordinate which
tells you one thing about the location (but
not enough); and a second coordinate which,
with the first, "locks in" the position.





T 33

0°

-1--270° 90°

180°

MICHIGAN
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THINGS TO DISCUSS CONTINUED

b. Lesson I showed two reference lines
(axes). A location was given in
terms of its perpendicular distance
from each of these reference lines.
Lesson )i shows essentially two rays.
To obtain a pair of coordinates one
Teasurez1 the distance along one or
the two rays. The fixed ray, in this
case, is the one which points north.

4. The fact that error was involved in the measurements.
Compare the coordinates given for the same city by
different students.

5. Non-uniqueness. Show how two or more different pairs
of coordinates can locate the same point.

EXAMPLE: (3", 70°) , (3", 430°)

(3", 790°) (3", 7°°+ K 360°) ,

Contrast this situation with Lesson two's seat coordi-

nates where if you change a coordinate you change the

point being located.



Part 2 The Tornado Plotting Map

A distance-anle coordinate system is. used by the wea-

nc2c bureau to keep track of tornados or other severe

.rather.

The circles shown on the map all have a common center

(they are concentric circles) located at the Detroit radar

equipment site. This is the origin of this coordinate

system.

1111._ circles are called range marks because they help

determine the distance from the origin to some point on

the map.

The 100 mile (nautical miles are used) range mark is

divided up like a protractor. This helps determine the

bearing of a point on the map.

Notice that lines of latitude and longitude are also

shown on the Tornado Plotting Map.

When a tornado is reported, its range (distance from

the origin) and bearing are used to give its coordinates.

EXAMPLE:
A tornado is spotted near London,

Ontario (top right section on the

map). Its range is approximately

109 miles and its bearing is

approximately 63°.

Thus, its coordinates are (103 mi., 63°).

Q8
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Part 2 The Tornado Plotting Map

The Tornado Plotting Map provides a useful application

of ruler-protractor coordinates.

The direction of an object from a fixed point is

obtained by measuring the angle between the north line

and the line joining the fixed point to the object. The

direction angle is measured in degrees from north in a

clockwise direction. This angle is called the bearing of

the object from that particular point.

This section can be treated as optional. You may wish

to assign it for individual work.

NOTE: See Item 1 in Appendix C for

a supplementary activity.



LESSON 4

EXERCISES (All clustions refer to the Tornado Plotting Map)

1. Determine the range (approximately) of each of the

following cities:

a. Port Huron d. Cleveland, Ohio

b. Pontiac e. Fort Wayne, Indiana

c. Lansing f. Canton, Ohio

2. Determine the bearing (approximately) of each of the

cities, a through f in Exercise 1.

3. A tornado Is spotted at (100 711., 130°) heading

north. What large city is in danger?

4. A thunderstorm is reported at Lansing. What are

its coordinates (approximately)?

5. What are the coordinates of Pontiac?

6. What city is located at (100 mi., 175°)?

In what state?

7. The geographic coordinates of St. Johns, Mich. are

(43° N, 84° 33' W). Find this point on your map and

give its range and bearing.

8. What city is located at (41° 5t N, 85° 8' W)?

9. Perry, Mich. is at (54 mi., 313°) and Edmore,

Mich. is at (104 mi., 313°). How far, in nautical

miles, is Edmore from Perry?
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ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. a. 60 mi.

b. 2r,; mi.

c. 62 mi.

d. 89 mi.

e. 107 mi.

f. 203 mi.

2. a. 40° d. 120°

b. il° e. 230°

c. 301° f. 133°

3. Cleveland, Ohio

4. (62 mi., 301°)

5. (25 mi., 4°)

6. Marion, Ohio

7. (70 mi., 311°)

8. Fort Wayne, Ind.

9. 50 mi.
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LESSON It

SECRET CODE TABLE

Each ored palr 71111 lead you to a letter

of the alphabet. Use the Secret Code Table.

Secret Code Table

4 J S E P H

3 U C 0 B Y

2ILFXN
W1G

o

R VD
0 A iitra), TK

0 1 2 3 4

1. Decode the following secret, message:

0,3) (2,3) (0,3) (0,0) (1,1) (2,4) (1,3) (1,2) (2,4)

(2,1) (2,4) (1,1)

2. Which letter of the alphabet is not in the table?

Think of a pair of coordinates that could be used

to code this letter.

3. Which letter is at the origin in the Secret Code

Table?



SECRET CODE EXERCISE

The main purnose of this lesson is to provide some

review and enrichrent.

Al'tcr two Jessc)ns dealing with angle measure, it fo-

r:w;e:. the students' attention on a system more aligned with

the familiar rectanf7ular coordinate system in the plane.

You may wish to have your students do some additional

won': with operations with the integers by having them per-

form various transformations with the secret code coordinates.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. You are clever.

2. The letter Z is missing. Student answers

will vary as to an appropriate pair of

coordinates :or Z. The pair (-1, -1) is a

good candidate.

3. A



. A can bc coded by altering the coordinates.

WCRD COORDINATES CODE CODED WORD

(1,3) (1,2)

(2,3) (2,2)

P (3,4) (3,3)

Y (4,3) (4,2) . N

What was done to change the coordinates in Colwnn 2

to coordlnates in Column 3?

. Another way to code a word is to exchange the first

and second coordinates.

EXAMPLE:
(3,1) becomes (1,3). Give the

coded word for the word MAN.

6. Something has been done to make this next message

harder to decode. You will have to think a little

before you can spell out this secret message:

(3,2) (1,2) (-1,2) (0,3) (3,3) (1,2) (-1,2) (0,1)

(2,0) - (-1,0) (1,3) (2,-1) - (3,1) -

(2,-1) (1,2) (2,0) (-1,-1) (3,2)

7. Use the Secret Code Table to code your first name.

Do something to the coordinates to make your code

hard (but not impossible) to figure out. Give your

coded name to a friend and see if he can break the

code.
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/1. One was subtracted from each of the second coordinates.

5. VAN becomes GAE.

6. One has been subtracted from each coordinate. The mes-

sage is: You should get an A today.

86



LESSON 5

SPACE COORDINATES

Julie Austin was watching a. fly buzz around the class-

room. She wondered if there was a. way to keep track, of the

fly's position using mathematics. As the fly flew near a

corner of the room, Julie thought of using space coordinates.

Figure 1

The lines where the walls and floor meet are perpendicular

to each other. These lines could be thought of as axes.

The walls and the floor can be thought of as planes. Each

pair of axes lie in a plane.

With a way of counting off distance on each axis the

position of the fly at any one instant in time could be

determined.
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LESSON r.;

T 40

SPACE COORDINATES

OBJECTIVES

1. To extend the concept of coordinates to three

dimensions. (Using the first octant only.)

a. To provide a contrasting situation to
plane coordinates.

b. To review the terms coordinate(s), axis,
and origin.

2. To associate the ordered triple of whole numbers
with the three mutually perpendicular axes and

the origin.

a. The student is able to locate, by pointing,
the point on the lattice cube which cor-
responds to, say, the coordinates (1,2,3).

b. Given a point on the lattice cube the
student can obtain the coordinates of
that point (knowing, of course, the
location of the origin).

c. The student can associate each coordinate
with its corresponding axis and correspond-
ing plane. That is, given the ordered
triple (5,3,8), for example, the student is
able to describe the coordinate 3 as 3 units,
measured along the y-axis, from the xz plane.



LESSON 5

In Flrure a scale has been placed on each axis. The

units on each scale are the same. The axes are labeled

x, y and so that we can keep track of them. The point

where the axes intersect is called the origin.

It is very difficult to draw the axes for space

coordinates on paper. That y-axis is really supposed to be

sticking out of the paper right at you.

Fip;urr, 2

How can we describe the
location of the fly?

The fly is located at a certain distance from each

plane. To describe his coordinates we must determine these

distances.

Recall that two intersecting lines determine a plane.

In describing the fly's coordinates we shall refer to the.

xy plane, the yz plane, and xz plane. Look at a corner in

your classroom to visualize these three planes.

89



EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

T

It is difficult for students te picture cocrdinates in

three dimensions when the thre axes arc shown in two dimen-

sions. Thus it is essential that some appropriate physical

model be used in the discussion of this lesson. Some sug-

gestions for models of the first Octant of the three-dimen-

sional rectangular coordinate system are:

1. Paste sheets of graph paper onto each of three

cardboard panels. Assemble the three panels to
form the three coordinate planes in the first
Octant. .

GRAPH PANELS

2. A corner of the room or a corner of a cardboard
box. Painted black, the sides of the box can
be written on with chalk in order to show the
axes and the scale. Segments of coat hanger
wire can be used to puncture the sides of the
cardboard box to locate points.

NOTE: See Items 5 and 6 in Appendix C

for supplementary activities.
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42 LESSON 5

Figure 3

In Figure 4, the fly is 7 units from the xy plane. This

distance is counted along the z-axis.

The coordinates of the fly's position at the instant

shown in Figure 4 are determined by three numbers. The sym-
bol (x, y, z) is used to give the space coordinates of a point.

01
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TRANSPARENCY

5-1. A cubical box shown in the first Octant.

PURPOSES

1. To illustrate locating a paint in three-
dimensions.

2. To show the connection between the coor-
dinates and the unit distances from each
plane.

3. The student will scale the axes and
describe the coordinates of the vertices.

4. Each face of the box will be described
in terms of the common properties shared
by the coordinates of the points on that
face.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

If your classroom has a relatively unobstructed corner,

you may wish to start this lesson by using your classroom as

a model of the first octant. The walls can represent the

coordinate planes and the axes can be represented by the

lines where the floor and walls meet.

An object in the room can thus be located by giving its

distance from the walls and up from the floor.

Have the students assemble their graph panels as shown

on page T-41. Discuss how the axes determine the planes and

how distances are measured perpendicularly from a plane to a

.point not in the plane.

Have the students indicate a point in space by placing a

standard (or some sort of tower) on the xy plane of the card-

board model. Relate each coordinate to its corresponding

axis and plane.



LESSON 43

POINT

sybul (Y., y,) is called an ordered triple.

E.,1,51.11 why.

Explain what the number used for y tells us in the

ordered triple (x,y,z). Explain what z tells us.

Which two axes lie in the xz plane?

EXERCISES

1. Give the coordinates of the fly's position as shown in

Figure 4.

2. Which plane represents the floor, the xy plane, the yz

plane, cr the xz plane?

In t}-e ordered triple (x,y,z), the number for y gives

the distance of the point from which plane?

h. All points in the xy plane have a value of ? for the

coordinate.

The point (5,18,3) is located how many units from the

xy plane?

6. What are the coordinates of the origin?

7. The point (2,)4,0) lies in which plane?

8. The point (553,1) is located how many units from the

xz plane?

9. The point (a,b,c,) lies in the xy plane.

What is the value of c?

10. The point (r,s,t) is located 5 units from the xy plane,

7 units from the xz plane, and 4 units from the yz plane.

Give the values for r, s, and t.
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Let the students help each other, in small groups, learn

to describe the coordinates of a given point and to determine

the location of a point given its coordinates.

Discuss the importance of order in the term ordered

triple.

N(POINT ANSWERS

1. Mere are three numbers and the order in which they are

given is important. Point (2,3,4) is not the same as

point (4,3,2).

2. y tells the number of units that the point is located

from the xz plane. z tells the number of units that

the point is located from the xy plane.

3. The x and the z axes.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. (9, 6, 7) 5. 3 units

2. xy plane

3. xz plane

4. zero

6. (0, 0, 0)

7. xy plane

8. 3 units

9. zero

10. r 4, . 7,

t = 5



Figure 5

11. Give the coordinates of the followLng points.

T 0

P H

Q K

12. There is one coordinate which is the same for all of

the points T, P, Q and 0. Which coordinate has the same

value for all of these points?

13. Tte coordinate of the points T, K, and H, has

the same value for each point.

11. The x-coordinate of the points R, S, K and H will have

the same value for each point. What will x equal for

these points?

05



ANSWERS CONTINUED

11. T : (0, 4, 0) 0 : (0, 0, 0)

P : (0, 4, 6) H : (8, 0, 0)

Q : (0, 0, 6) K : (8, 4, 0)

12. X = 0

13. Z

14. x =

A useful way for the students to see that order counts

in giving coordinates is to have them consider all of the

points which could have coordinates consisting of the

numbers 5, 3 and 1.

ANSWER: (5, 3, 1) , (5, 1, 3) , (3, 5, 1),

(3: 1: 5) 3 (13 5, 3) 3 and (1, 3, 5)

Many students have difficulty describing the coordinates

which lie on an axis or in a coordinate plane. Give additional

practice determining the coordinates of such points.



LESSON 5

15. The z coordinate will have a value of 6 for which vertices

in Figure 5, page 44?

16. like side of the box, in Figure 5, labeled OTKH is in the

xy plane. Which coordinate, x, y or z is the same for

all points in this plane?

Figure 6

17. The box shown in Figure 6 is a cube.

a. Give the coordinates of each vertex. Use the

length of each side of the cube as the unit

distance on the scale.

. 0

H G

S R

b. There is a rectangular region determined by

points 0, H, R and T. What is true about the

x and y coordinates of any point on this region?

45
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ANSWERS CONTINUED

15. Q, R, S, and P

16. Z = 0

17. a. 0 : (0, 0, 0)

H : (0, 0, 1)

W (0, 1, 1)

S : (0, 1, 0)

T : (1, 1, 0)

G : (1, 0, 0)

K : (1, 0, 1)

R : (1, 1, 1)

b. x = y for every (x,y,z) in this region.

Use the transparency 5-1 to indicate how the axes can be

scaled with an arbitrary unit distance. Seale and unit dis-

tance will be covered in more detail in later lessons. For

the present it will suffice to mark off each axis with a

selected unit distance and then relate this procedure to its

influence on the coordinates of a given point.

You may have to explain the terminology used in Exercise

number 17.
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POWER QUESTIONS

1. Stuart coordinatized the vertices of a cube using

stick-on labels. Unfortunately he dropped the 'cube and

all but three of the labels fell off. (HINT: Get a

cube and label the vertices as shown in Figure 7. )

Which vertex did Stuart use as the ,origin?

(1,1,0)

(0,1,0)

Figure 7

B41,0,0)

Dy

(1,1,1)

(0,0,1)
E (0,1,1)

(1,0,1)

(0,0,0)

2. Explain where the point (1, 1, 1) is in Stuart's cube.

3. Which segment (edge of the cube) lies along the x-axis?

4. What are the coordinates of vertex F?

0



POWER QUESTIONS ANSWERS

1. Vertex G

2. At the center of the cube

BG

4. (0, 0, 1)

T /16

Note: The origin, G, must

be on the opposite end of

the diagonal from point. D.
.

Discuss this with your students.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

FOLLOW-UP DISCUSSION

1. How many axes are there? How many planes are
determined?

2. Discuss the construction of the demonstration
model. How were the axes scaled? (The same unit
distance was used on all three axes.)

3. Locate the point whose coordinates are (5, 2, 8).
Discuss the role played by each coordinate. Fcr
example, the x coordinate tells ub how far the
point is from the yz plane. Emphasize that this
is a perpendicular distance.

L. (x, y, 2) stands for all the points where the
last coordinate is two and the first two coordinates
can be any numbers. Where are all of these points
located'?

5. Discuss Exercise 17. It is a difficult question.

6. Compare this coordinate scheme to those presented
in Lessons 2 and 3. What is the same? What is
different?

7. Discuss points having zero for one or more of their
coordinates.

8. Discuss such questions as: The segment determined by
(6, 4, 3) and (2, 8, 3) is parallel to what coordinate
plane?



LESSUE

A PUZZLING LINE

In an investigation, a. detective only needs to find one

Or two clues to solve a mystery.

Use the clues given in the following questions to solve

the plmzles on the number line.

EXERCISES

1. Fill in the missing numbers.

a\

b)

A = B = C =

A = B = C =

A = B = C =
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LESSON 6

A PUZZLING LINE

OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

1. Indicate that positive numbers are located to the
right of zero and that negative numbers are located
to the left. (He realizes that this is by convention.)

Indicate that the larger number lies to the right of
the smaller number. (under the usual convention).

3. Give the missing numberS (using the indicated scale).

D CI A 2 13

4. Indicate that he understands the concept of unit
distance by locating the number one on the given
number line.

0 2E

F. Indicate that he understands the idea of a constant
unit in constructing a scale.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS.

Each student shoulrl have a ruler or compass to lay off
distances on the number line.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. a. A = 3

b. A =1

c. A = 1 =)-

B = 1
1

B = 1
2

3

B = -1

C = o

C = -1

C = 6

1C2



LESSON

Pcsitive 2tum1)ers are p7reater than zero. Thus if, b is

a positive nurber, this can be written as

b 7 0.

On which side of zero, on the number line, is b located

if b -2.0?

0

(answer by placing b on the correct side of zero)

3. The number m is shown on the number line.

m. 0

Is m a positive or negative number?

4. In question 3, what about the numbers between m and

zero? Are they all positive; all negative; or some of

each?

5. The numbers c and d are shown on the number line.

C

c is a negative number, d is a positive number.

Make a mark on the number line where you think the

number zero might be located.
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ANSWERS CONTINUED

2. Anyplace to the right of zero.

3. Negative.

4. All negative.

5. Between c and d.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

This lesson offers a short review of the number line

emphasizing the ordering of the rational numbers.

Review the number line concept with your students. A

number line is constructed by:

1. Drawing a line (not a line segment) and arbitarily
selecting a point on it to represent zero.

2. Selecting a unit distance and using this distance
to mark off the scale. Emphasize the arbitrariness
of the length of the unit line segment.

Essentially, the above procedure coordinatizes the given

line. The numeral eight, for example, is the coordinate of

the point located eight units to the right of the point whose

coordinate is zero. The formal language of line coordinates

appears in Lesson 11, Part 1.

Emphasize that the unit distance is constant throughout

the scale. Show a contrasting situation where, say, the

distance between 1 and 2 is different than the distance

between 2 and 3 or 3 and 4, etc. (Note: Some scales are

designed such that a non-constant unit scale is used. The

logarithmic scale, for example.)



14?

The number t is shown on the number line.

s is a. number which is greater than t.

s

Place s pn the number line so that it is on the co'frect

side of t.

7. Do the statements about the numbers agree with their

position on the number line?

Answer True, False, or Cannot tell.

X

Circle your answer.

a) x >y T F ?

b) x > 0 T F ?

c ) z < x T F ?

d) x is twice a.s

large as y. T F ?

e) y< 0 T F ?



ANSWERS CONTINUED

6. On the right side of t

7. a. T, b. d. ? e.

T49

Negative integers, fractional number, decimals, etc.,

should be specifically indicated as the discussion progresses.

Irrational numbers, however, are not specifically dealt with

in this ninth grade program. The students will not, most

likely, notice any "ceps" in the number line at this time.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

1. Review the steps in the construction of a number
line.

2. What is the minimum that has to be known before
the number, say 21, can be located on a number
line? (Answer. Where zero :;.c, located, the unit
distance, and which direction is positive or, where
zero and one are located.)

3. Emphasize that the unit distance is constant
throughout the scale.

Li. In Exercise 7, page 49, what effect would labeling
the first mark to the right of z zero have on the
answers a through e? What would result if one also
labeled the mark just to the left, of x one?

106



50 LESSON .6

8. Locate, by some means other than guesing, the number one

on this number line.

0 32

9. Place each given number on the number line.

0

a) 1 ;3( c) 2 e) .75 g) -2.25

b) 2 1
d) -1

3
-- f) 1.6

1
h)

10. I am thinking of a number. It is not negative and it

is not positive. What number am I thinking about?

POWER QUESTIONS

1. Tell what is wrong with this number

-2 -I 0 I 2 3 4

2. Construct your own number line. Make room enough to

label the line segment with the integers from-5 to 5.

This line segment will be your unit distance. You can

use a ruler or a compass to make the number line.



ANSWERS CONTINUED

;Use a compass cr a ruler.)

1
-1-1-i-H+11 1 1 1 1 1 I I-1

Zerc:

ANSWERS TO POWER QUESTIONS,

1. The unit distance is not constant.

2. Check to see that the unit distance is used.

8



THE LATTICE PLANE

Thooe a noint 1-lar the center of your lattice plane.
all this point 0 for orluin

Draw vertical and a heriontal line through point 0.

These two lines are called axes. Label the vertical
axis : and label the horizontal axis x. Most mathematics
textbooks call these axes the x-axis and the y-axis.

Y

. .

,

0

Figure 1

Label the lattice point, on the x-axis (on your paper)
just to the right of the origin with a 1.

EXERCISES

1. Label the lattice point just to the left of the origin
cn the x-axis.



LESSON 7
T 51

THE LATTICE PLANE

OBJECTIVES

1. To introduce the lattice plane.

2. The student will be able to plot points on the
lattice plane using ordered pairs of integers.

3. Given the lattice point (i,j) the student will
be able to identify the x and y-coordinates of
this point

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

Each student should have two or three sheets of lattice

paper (rectangular coordinate paper is an acceptable substi-

tute) and a straightedge. Use transparency 7-1 as a master

to produce ditto sheets of lattice plane paper.

TRANSPARENCY

7-1. Lattice plane. The dots are in a square array
four squares per inch.

PURPOSES

1. To illustrate the plotting of points on
the lattice plane using ordered pairs
of integers.

NOTE: Do Exercises 1-6 with the class while discussing the

plotting of points on lattice paper using the rec-

tangular coordinate system in the plane. Seepages
T 53 through T 56. Then have the students work

Exercises 7-23 individually.

ANSWERS TP EXERCISES

1. The point should be labeled -1.

. 110



52 LESSON 7

Labl all of tH2 lattic points on x-a:: s

, Label all of thn :.no on th, y-axis inte-.

gers.

The coordinates of point A,. figure

are the coordinat2s of point B?

Figure 2

are (5,3). What

°A.

1

0

5. Start at the origin (on your paper) and follow these

directions:

(1) Count four lattice points to the right (the posi-

tive direction) on the x-axis. Mark this point.

(Circle it ligntly.)

(2) Draw a %ertical line through this point. The

line should be parallel to the y-axis.

(3) Starting at the origin again, count throe lattice

points up (the positive direction) on the y-axis.

Mark this noint also.

(4) Draw a horizontal line through this point. The

line should be parallel to the x-axis.
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ANSWERS CONTINUED

and 3. Draw a pair of axes and label them on transpa-

rency 7-1.

(1) (4)

xY

icp

9.
8
7.
6
5 4

4 54--*-3i)
2.
I

"f"7-§-0-4.1-;"T-i. t ? ; 0 q 7 4 2 IP.
2.

3 o
-4
5
6

7.

9,9,9
41"

11

112



LESSON 7 53

6. The two lines you drew should intersect at a lattice

point. Give the coordinates of this lattice point.

Figure 3 shows some lattice points labeled A, B, C, D,

E, F, G, H, I.

XE

.. . . .

)(F C X I )(A
toa

H
X'7 '6 "5 "4 -3 "2 I I 2 3 4 5 6 7

2
B.

Figure 3
X 3

I
GX

7. What is the x-coordinate of point A?

8. What is the y-coordinate of point B?

9. What are the coordinates of point E?

10. What are the coordinates of point G?

11. Some of the lettered lattice points have the same y-coor-

dinate. Which ones are these?

12. List the lettered lattice points which have zero as their

first coordinate.

13. Lattice points which have zero as their first coordinate

are all on which axis?

14. The points whose coordinates are (1,0), (2,0), (3,0)

(6,0), ( 4,0), and (0,0) are all on which axis?
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ANSWERS CONTINUED

6. (4, 3)

7. 4 8. -3 9. (-6, 4) 10. (6, 2)

11. A, C, and F have y = 1.

12. D, H, and I

13. y-axis

14. x-axis

CONTENT AND APPROACH

By lattice plane we mean a plane of dis2rete points

arranged in a rectangular array. A constant unit distance

is used which is the same for both vertical and horizontal

axes. The lattice points are usually described with integral

coordinates. However, fractions could be used.

This lesson should help make the transition from a

region - ordered pair correspondence (Lesson 1) to a point -

ordered pair correspondence.

Much of the first part of this lesson should be handled

by the teacher using the lattice plane transparency. Use

the terms: axis, first coordinate, second coordinate, lattice

points (as differentiated from the points which could be

interpolated elsewhere in the plane), ordered pair of integers,

positive direction, negative direction, parallel and perpen-

dicular. Establish the conventional order, i.e., (x,y).



LESSON 7

1,2. Lattice points which have .7,ero as their second coor-

dinate are all on which axis?

16. The points whose coordinates are (0,':=1.

(0.2) and (0,::.) are on whic axis?
-2), (0,3).

17. Give the coordinates of the point which lies on both

axes. What is this po:nt called?

18. Draw a line through those lattice points whose x-coordi-

nate is 6. (Draw the line on your paper.)

19. Draw a line through those lattice points whose y-coor-

dinate is- 2.

20. The point of intersection of the lines is

(Give the coordinates of this point.)

21. All of the lattice points which lie on the x-axis have

for their second coordinate.

22. Some lattice points have x and y-coordinates/ that are

the same. Draw a line through these points.

23. Part of the lattice plane is shown below. Use the given

information to determine the coordinates of point A.

3j3) 0

14.8).

g

115
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ANSWERS CONTINUED

15. x-axis

16. y-axis

17. (0,0); origin

18. The student should draw a vertical line through the point

(6, 0).

19. The student should draw a horizontal line through the

point (0, -2)

20. (6, -2)

21. zero

22. The student should draw the line whose equation is y = x.

23. (11, 9). Point out that only two of the three given

points are necessary to obtain the answer.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

1. Select a lattice point near the center of the paper
and call this the origin. The students should
see the arbitrariness of the location of the origin.

2. Indicate how the two axes are like two number lines.
Discuss scale, labeling with integers, and the con-
stant unit. Review some of Lesson 6 if necessary.

3. Discuss the terminology. The students should view
the term rectangular coordinate system in terms of
"the axes are perpendicular thus forming right angles."
The students should recognize the referents for the
terms origin, axes, and coordinates. There is no
need for them to master any verbal definitions.

16



LESSON 7 55

POWER QUESTIONS

1. Several incomplete coordinates are given on the lattice plane

below. Find the point which is the origin of the

indicated rectangular coordinate system. Circle

your answer.

0
)

( AI
0

C) .

(4, 1)

Figure 4



THINGS TO DISCUSS CONTINUED

Establish what each coordinate means in terms of
its relationshil) to the axes.

For t-xamp1e: How far is the pofnt

(.), "=")) frog'. the x-axis? From ti-e

ich roint is nearer the y-a xis (x-axis):

2) or (7, 4)? (Th 8) or (, -5)?

Focus on sets of points which lie on lines parallel
to the axes.

For example: That do the points: (6, 2), (6, t-,),

8), (f;., 0),... have in common? Where dc these

points lie on the lattice plane?

6. Focus on the coordinates of t1-e points which lie on
the axes. Students should view the points on the
x-axis, for example, nct in terms of ... -3, -2, -1,
0, 1, 2, 3,, but in terms cf (-3, 0), (-2, 0),
(-1, 0): (0, 0), (1, 0), (2, C), (3, 0)3... .

ANSWERS TO POWER QUESTIONS

1. The students should be able to check their own answer by

counting from their, choice of origin to the given points.

1:18



56 LESSON 7

2. Draw an x-axis and a. y-axis on a. new lattice plane.

Make the x-axis run the length of the paper. For each

exercise plot the lattice points and connect them with

a line in order.

a) ( -1, 5) , (-1, 2) , (1, 2).

b) (-93 7) , (-83 4) , (-7,5) (-6,4) , (-5,7).

c) (-33 -3)3 (-43 2) 3 (-33 -1)3 (-23 2) 3 (-33 -3) .

d) (6, 1), (4,-1), (4, 2), (5, 2), (4, 2), (4, 3) 3

(6, 3)

e) (23 4), (43 21), (4, 5), (33 5), (43 5), (43 6),

(-2, 6)

f) (6, 2), 1), (8, -1), (8, 3), (-7,

(6, 2)

g) (2, 3), (2, 0), (4, 0).

h) There is a missing letter. Do you know what it

should be? Describe the missing letter by

giving the coordinate:; which could be used to

draw this letter.

119
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THINGS TO DISCUSS CONTINUED

Plot Points A (3, 2) and B (-4, 5) on transparency

7-1 and ask questions about the coordinates.

Examples of some desired student responses:

1. Student: "Pcint A has coordinates (3,2).

This means it is located three

units to the right of the y-axis

and two units above the x-axis."

2. Student: "Point B has coordinates (-4, 5).

This means that the x-coordinate

is -4 and .the y-coordinate is 5."

3. Student: "All points whose x-coordinate is

negative lie to the left of the

y-axis."

Start the students on exercises 7-23.

ANSWERSTO POWER QUESTIONS CONTINUED

2. The points and connecting segments form the words WELL DONE.

a. L b. W c. 0 d. E e. E f. D

g. L h. The missing letter is N. A possible answer

is: (0, 3), (0, 1), (2, -3), (2, 1).

NOTE: See Item 6 in Appendix C for a supplementary

activity.

.120



LESSCN

PICTURE PLOTTING

EXERCISES

'Lhe first table of ordeced pairs :liven in ExercIs,2

2 below, the largest value of all of the first coo -

Jinates is 24. The smallest value for all of the

first coordinates is 22.

a. The largest value for all of the second

coordinates is ? .

b. The smallest value for all c,f the second

coordinates is ? .

In numbering the x-axis you will have to go from -22

to 24. This means using the unit distance to mark

off 22 units to the left and 24 units to the right

on the x-axis.

c. How many total units are necessary on the x-axis?

d. How .many total units are necessary on the y-axis?

How can you use the above information to make

the points fit on your graph paper?

2. Plot the following points and connect them with

s':!gments in t e order that ycu plot them.

a. (-22,9) j. (-4,14)

b. (-21,8) k. (0,10)

c. (-17,-6) 1. (-3,10)

d. (15,-6) m. (-4,14)

e. (24,6) n. (-9,14)

f. (11,6) o. (-8,10)

g. (9,10) p. (-12,10)

h. (5,10) q. (-14,8)

i. (4,14) r. (-21,8)



T 57
LESSON 8

PICTURE PLOTTING

OBJECTIVES

1. To introduce rational coordinates.

2. The student will be able to plot points with
rational coordinates on a lattice plane.

a. He will be able to construct and label the
axes with integers.

b. He will be able to use an appropriate scale.

3. The students will be able to connect points with
line segments, in the order specified, to form
a picture.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

Each student will need a straightedge and four to six

sheets of graph paper (5 souares per inch is satisfactory).

You may use transparencies 9-1 or 7-1 with this lesson.

Transparencies can be made from the picture graphs, pages

T 59 through T 61d, to show the pictures resulting, from

plotting the points in the Exercises.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

The students are to construct pictures by plotting points

with rational coordinates and connecting the points with line

segments.

Students should pay attention to the scale appropriate

for the axes for each graph.

NOTE: The qUestion of using a different scale on each axis

will be treated in Lesson number 9. It may be wise

not to discuss distortion due to different scales at

the present time.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. a. 14, b. -6, c. 46, d. 20, e. Let the

x-axis run up and down on the graph paper instead
of across.

2. Boat, see page T 59.



58 LESSON 8

3. The flag is missing from the pole in Number 2

(see (-22,9)) . Design your own flag and give the

coordinates of its points.

4. For the table of ordered pairs below determine the

total number of units needed on the x-axis and the

total number needed on the y-axis.

a. (-3 2, -10)

b. (-3 2, -15)

c. (-5 3, 17)

d. (-5 3, -12)

e. (-3-12';, -10)

f. (-3 2, -6)

(-2 -5)

h. ( -2 2, 2 2)

i. (-2, 3 4)

(-1 2, 12 2)

k. (0, 14 1)

g.

1. (1 2, 12 ;-)

m. (2,3

n. (2 2, 2 2)

o. (2 4, -5)

P. (3 -6)

(3 2, -15)

r. (5 4, -17)

s. (5 4, -12)

t. (3 2, -10)

(3 25 -.15)

q.

u.

v.

Plot the points and connect them with segments in

the order that you plot them.

123
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CONTENT AND APPROACH CONTINUED

The student will be able to check his work against the

consistency of the pattern in the picture. However, he will

have to be able to estimate the location of some of the points,

especially tnose with fractional coordinates. You may wish

to briefly r3view Lesson number six.

There is a question as to how many graphs a student will

be able to complete in a class period. You may wish to have

the students do only a selected number of the seven possible

graphs. You may wish to have your students develop their own

picture graph.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

Help start the students out on picture number one. They

may need to be reminded of the following:

Scan the table of coordinates to find the

minimum and maximum values for Lhe first

and second coordinates. This information

is then used to determine the placement

of the axes and an appropriate scale.

b. Once a scale is selected, (e.g., 1,2,3,4,;

5,10,15,20,...) it should be used

on both axes. See NOTE page T 57.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES CONTINUED

3. Answers will vary from student to student.

4. Units on x-axis 11 1
3 NOTE: Answers to Exercises

Units on y-axis 29 1 5-9 are on pages T 59 -

2 T 61d.

Rocket, see page T 60



LESSON 8 59

a. (1'),-20 )

b. (-2,- 2:-.))

C. ( "20,- 42 )

d. (0,-32)
e. (53 30)
f. (15,-25)
g. (20,20)
h. (15,30)
1 (-5530)
j. (-14,20)
k. (-6,21)
1. (-4,19)
m. ( -6,20)

6. a. (-14,14)
b. (-15,1.1)
c. (-17,10)
d. ("11,8)
e. (2,13)
f. (17,8)
g. (26,8)
h. (37,15)
i. (30,6)
j. (12,4)
k. (1,-4)
1. (0,-10)
m. (711,17)

ta. (-14,20)

o. (-15,14)

p
q. (- 14.12)
r. (-15,11)
S. (-15,13)
t. (-27,-1)
u. (-25,-2)
v. (-13,-1)

(-11,-7)
x.

(-8,-13)
z. (o,-15)

a.a. (-5:30)

n. (-11,-15)
o. (- 2,- 9)
p. (- 1,0)
q. (-5 50)
r. (- 5,-4)
S. (- 4,- 7)
t. (- 6,- 5)
u. (- 7,0)
v. (10,0)
w. (-18,6)
x. ( -21,4)
y. (-22,5)
z. (-20,9)

aa. (-14,14)





6o

7. a. (-5, -12) o. (0,-11)

b. (-4,-13) p. (-1,-12)

c. ( 3,12) STOP

d. (-3:4) 1. (3,7)
e. (1,4) r. (5,5)

f. (1,2) s. (5,12)

g. (-1,2) t. (4,-13)

h. (-3,4) u. (3,-12)

STOP (Do not draw
a line from h to i.) v. (4,-11)

i. (1,2) lg. (55-12)

j. (1,12) STOP

STOP x. (3,12)
k. (-1,2) y. (-4,11)

1. (1,12) z. (-5,-12)

m. (0,-13) aa. (-5,7)

n. (1,12) bb. (3,7)

cc. (3,-12)

8. a. (8,2) 1. (6,2 -IL)

b. (6,0) STOP

c. (-8,3) m. (-6,o)

d. (r-85-2) n. (-8,-2)

e. (10,5) STOP

f. (8:7) o. (6,0)

g. (
10,4) p. (6,2 )

h. (-10,5) STOP

i. (8,2) q. (-10,5)

j. (83-3) r. (8,7)
k. (-6,o) s. (10,4)

t. (10,-5)

STOP
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LESSON 8

9. a.

U
C.

d.

e.

f.

g
h.

i.

J.

k.

1.

m.

n.
0.

p
cl

r.

s.

t.

u.

v.

w.

x.

Y
z.

(1,11 I-)

(3 -,11)

(4,1o)

(3 4, 9 4)
(2

2,

10)

(--32L, 10)

(-4, 12)

(-1,12 22)

(1
2,

14 ;--)

(-2 1, 15)

(-2,15

(-3,15 3)
-

( 2 15)

(-3,15)

(-4,14)
(3 12 ;-)

(-3,12)

(STOP

(8,10)

(9 10)

(8 , -1)

(8 ;", -7)
(6 2, 7)

(-6 - 1)

(-9
(-7 10)

aa.

bb.

cc.

dd.

ee.

ff.

gg

bh.

ii

kk.

11.

.11M .

nn.

oo.

pp

clq

rr.

ss.

tt.

uu.

vv.

ww.

(-3 2, 10)

(-4 2i, 11)

( 3 12 -ff)

STOP

(2+,10)

(8,10)

(7 4, 12 4)

(6 4, 13 22:.)

(6,12

(6 4, 11)

(5 11)

(4 4, 11 4)

(3 4, 13)

(2 1, .13 4)

13 t.-)

(0,12)

12)

10)

(-1.4 10)

( 2 , 7 ;--)

(2 2, 7)

(-3,7

(3,1o)

(-3 2, 10)

61
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62 LESSON 9

PICTURE DISTORTION

In most cases a rectangular coordinate system is laid

out so that the unit distance is the same on each axis.

Figure 1 shows a graph of a five-pointed star. The

coordinates are given in the table.

1111111
111111111111111111111111111111
11111111M4 11111

1111111111111E111111111
MINIMIE1114111111111111111
WiN110Eril N21111114

EYVENNI

11EII 11111111

Figure 1

Notice that the scale is

marked off the same on

each axis.

115

Table of coordinates

for the five-pointed

star

X

I

3 I

'3
0 3
2 "3
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PICTURE DISTORTION

OBJECTIVES

1. The student will be able to scale the axes of a
coordinate system.

a. He understands the term unit distance.
(See Lesson 6.)

b. He recognizes the desirauility cf a constant
unit distance.

c. He recognizes that distortion occurs on a
graph where the unit distances do not auee
on each axis.

2. The student realizes that perpendicularity between
the axes is a convention.

a. He realizes that we are more familiar with
rectangular coordinate systems because many
things in everyday life are laid out rec-
tangularly. (e.g., rooms, football fields,
writing paper, etc.)

b. He can plot points on a coordinate system
with oblique axes.

c. He realizes that distortion occurs on a graph
when the angle between the axes is changed.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

Each student should have 3-4 sheets of graph paper lined

off in 5 squares per inch or 1 squares per inch, a ruler, a

compass, and 2-3 sheets of unlined paper.

TRANSPARENCIES

9-1. Rectangular grid, 5 lines per inch.

PURPOSE

1. To illustrate graphs where the scale is not
the same on each axis.

9-2. Use transparency 7-1, lattice plane.

PURPOSE

1. To illustrate oblique axes.
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LESSON 9

The five-pointed

star in Figure 2 has

the same coordinates

as the star shown in

Figure 1. :however,

the two stars do not

look the same.

Marking off the

scale differently on

each axis caused dis-

tortion.

The scale on the

x-axis in Figure 2 does

not have the same unit

distance as the scale

on the y-axis.

63

. I

i ,
1

_
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. . .

. .

Figure 2

On the graph paper shown in Figures 2 and 3 there are

5 grid lines per inch. The grid lines are the vertical

and horizontal lines that make up the graph paper.

For every 2 grid lines
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Figure 3
x-axis unit distance 2 grid lines
y-axis unit distance 1 grid line

. 137

cutting the

x-axis there

is one grid

line cutting

the y-axis.
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CONTENT AND APPROACH

The main purpose of this lesson is to further acquaint

the student with the rectangular coordinate system by ex-

posing him to deviations caused by altering the scale on

the axes or the angle between them.

In this lesson, geometric figures are plotted in the

familiar rectangular coordinate system. Then either the

identity of scales restriction or the perpendicularity of

axes restriction is altered. The "same" figure (i.e., the

same coordinates) are then plotted in this new system. The

two figures are compared.

The exercises for this

discussion. The teacher is

the discussion to challenge

example, the students could

ties remain invariant after

between axes.

lesson need considerable class

encouraged to explore and extend

the students' abilities. For

determine what geometric proper-

a change in scale or angle

The grid lines on the graph paper provide a convenient

means of comparing the unit distances used on the axes. In

Figure 3, page 63, the unit distance on the x-axis is "2

grid lines long" and the unit distance on the y-axis is "1

grid line long". Thus, the ratio of the two unit distances

is 2 to 1.

Although the same coordinates were used, the star in

Figure 2 is twice as wide, but the same height as the star

in Figure 1. To explain this we compare the unit distances

used in the two graphs.



64 LESSON 9

EXERCISES

1. Number the y-axis 1, 2, 3, and so on, using every third

grid line on your graph paper. Number the x-axis using

each grid line in turn. Number the negative part of each

axis in the same manner.

a. Thus, for every grid line(s) on the y-axis

there is one grid line on the x-axis.

b. The ratio of the x-axis unit distance to the y-axis

unit distance is

c. Plot the coordinates of the five-pointed star.

(Use the number pairs given in Figure 1.) Draw

the star and compare its shape to those in

Figures 1 and 2.

2. When the axes of a rectangular coordinate system are

scaled so that the unit distances are the same; the

coordinates
(0,0), (2,0), (2,2), and (0,2)

are vertices of a square. (See Figure 4.)

a. Number the axis on your graph paper so that the

unit distance on the x-axis is 5 grid marks long

and the unit

distance

on the

y-axis is

2 grid

marks

long.

4
A

3

2

b. What is

the ratio of

the x-axis

unit distance

to the y-axis

unit distance?

0-41
2 3 4 5

x

139

Figure 4



THINGS TO DISCUSS

The key points are:

1. There are times when it is desirable to have a
different scale on one axis than the other.
The x-coordinates, for example, may range over
very large numbers. However, the use of different
scales causes distortion.

2. A unit distance is the length of the line segment
between zero and one on the scale. It should be
clear that the unit distance should be constant
on an axis: (Refer to Lesson 6.) A slide rule is
an example of a scale with no constant unit dist-
ance.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. a. 3, b. 7

2. b. 5

2. c.

c.

mem
ESEPME4
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LESSON 9

c. Plot the coordinates (0,0), (2,0), (2,2), and

(0,2). Connect the points in the order given.

Is this figure a square? Each side is two units

long. What makes the difference?

3. How are axes scaled in Figure

a. Number the axes

on your graph

paper so that

for every 4

grid marks on

the y-axis

there is one

grid mark

on the x-axis.

b. What is the

ratio of the

x-axis unit

distance to

the y-axis unit

distance.

c. Plot the points

(1,5), (5, 2),

and (-35-2) and,

draw in the tri-

angle. Does it

appear to have

the same shape as

the triangle shown

141

5?

-C3;p1 (5r2)--

above?

Figure 5

65



ANSWERS CONTINUED

T 65

2e. See r:raph on pa47,e T64. In one sense the fiE;ur;.7.,. is a
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66 LESSON 9

Li. . The coordinates of th,, .hOwn arf,- correct.

Draw in the nron-r x-ny: s anl y-axi7 ,:rdt di;7;tances.

'

!

i

A SECOND WAY TO DISTORT A GRAPH IS TO CHANGE THE ANGLE fiETWEEN THE AXES.

i 1 1

i

. ,

, . ,

.0 , .

4 1

OflaK ntit ,

,

, ,

I

7- t i
1

_ .

.

7

.

t

Figure 7a

84)

Fi:u 7b

Figure 7a shows a triangle graphed on the familiar rec-

tangular coordinate system. Figure 7b shows the "same"

triangle (the same coordinates that is) plotted on a coordi-

nate system where the axes are not perpendicular.



ANSWERS CONTINUED
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THINGS TO DISCUSS CONTINUED

The axes need not be perpendicular. We are used to
perpendicular reference lines in everyday life.
Also, the mathematics of determining the distance
between two points is "nicer" when the axes are per-
pendicular.

5. When plotting points on a coordinate system where the
axes are oblique, it is important to stress that one
moves parallel to an axis in counting off the units.

a

(2,2)
O,

T 66
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LESSON 9

0 . The coordinates of the points shown below are correct.

Draw in the proper x- and y-axis.

0

0
(0,3) (24:I.\

. 0 \:.,

0

fib

C)

(7)

210
0

0;4)(
0

Figure 8

7. When plotting points in a coordinate system where the

axes are not perpendicular, it is important that you

move parallel to an axis in counting off the units.

What are the coordinates of point A below?

Figure 9
0

A. 0

0 643
j2e)...........

. .....

-A&
......

-.<
-ior....

........" ". I.

J,41'

0



ANSWERS CONTINUED
6.

(0,3)

T67

(2,0)
. . . .. .

.
(0;4).

. ,

7. (l,5)

THINGS TO DISCUSS CONTINUED

6. Considering the ways in which the scales or the angle
between the axes can be changed so that similar
figures will be formed can lead to an interesting
discussion.

If the angle between the axes remains constant, then
a change in scale proportional to the original scale
will result in a graph of a similar figure.

146



68 LESSON C)

POWER QUESTIONS

1. Use a piece of unlined naper to construct the following

graph. (Use a straightedge and a compass.)

a. Flace three noncollinear points (points that are

not all on the same line) ,in a cluster near the

center of your paper.

b. Select one of the three points to be the origin.

Draw two lines; each line is determined by the

origin and one of the other two points.

c. Each line is an axis. Le-; the segment formed by

the origin and the other point on the axis deter-

mine the unit distance for that axis.

d. Use a compass to mark off each axis with its unit

distance. Number the axes.

2. Plot the coordinates given in Figure 1 and draw the five-

pointed star on your coordinate system.

147



THINGS TO DISCUSS CONTINUED,

7. When discussing the first Power Question on page 68,

point out the power of three noncollinear points in
determining a coordinate system. The three noncol-
linear points determine the axes, the origin and-the
unit distance for each axis.

ANSWERS TO POWER QUESTIONS

1-2. The graph will vary from student to student. Utilize

this variability to emphasize objectives lc and 2c.

Step 1 Step 2

NOTE: See Item 2 in Appendix C for a

supplementary activity.

148
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LE3SN 10

REGIONS IN THE PLANE

Part I The Quadrants

The perpendicular axes of the familiar rectangular coor-

dinate system are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Y

On which side of the y-axis are the points whose x-coor-

dinate is positive?

Imagine the two axes in Figure 1 extentled in the plane

indefinitely in the four directions. The two axes divide

the plane into four regions. y

IV

Figure 2

The four regions shown in Figure 2 are called Quadrants.

The Quadrants are always numbered I, II, III, and IV in a

counterclockwise direction. This way, mathematicians always

agree on where, say, the third Quadrant is located.
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LESSON 10

REGIONS IN THE PLANE

OBJECTIVES

1. To provide Groundwork for later development of
graphing simple inequality relations in two
variables in the rectangular coordinate system.

2. To review and extend the notion of coordinates.
For example, the student is asked, "Which coor-
dinate remains unchanged for every point on a
vertical line?"

3. The student will be able to determine the region
on the rectangular plane wilich corresponds to a
description of the coordinates of the points in
that region. For example, given a description
like: All points (x,y) where x< 3 and x > -1
any y > -2 and y<4; the student will respond by
shading in the proper region.

4. The student will be able to identify, by number
(I, II, III, or IV) each Quadrant and describe
the coordinates of the points common to each
Quadrant.

EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

Several sheets of rectangular coordinate paper and a

straightedge.

TRANSPARENCIES

10-1. Rectangular coordinate axes in the plane.
The first overlay colors quadrants II
and III blue and leaves quadrants I and.
IV clear. The second overlay colors
quadrants III and IV red and leaves
quadrants I and II clear.

PURPOSE

1. To illustrate the four quadrants.

10-2. Use transparency 9-1 to graph some of the
regions in the plane.



LESSON 10

The axes are not included as part of any of the four Quadrants.

The coordinates of the points in each Quadrant share a

common property. For example, each point in Quadrant I has

a positive x-coordinate and a positive y-coordinate.

The y-axis divides the plane into three sets of points:

All points whose x-coordinates are positive

make up one set of points; all points whose

x-coordinates are negative mce up a second

set; and all points whose x-coordinate is

zero make up a. third set.

//

Figure 3

v/t
09

The x-axis also divides the plane into three sets

All points whose y-coordinates are positive;

all points whose y-coordinates are negative;

and all points whose y-coordinates are zero.

Figure 4

Y

151
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CONTENT AND APPROACH

The student learns to associate a region on the coor-

dinate plane with a description of the common properites

of the coordinates of the points located in that region.

The general purpose of this lesson is to prepare the

student for later work in graphing linear inequalities.

The student is to become familiar with the notion that all

of the points in a given region, or on a given line, share

a common property. Their coordinates can be described, for

example, by using statements like: the x-coordinate is

positive and the y-coordinate is less than 3.

An extension to this lesson can be made by giving the

students a shaded region on the graph and asking them to

describe the coordinateJ of all the points in the region.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

1. The axes do not belong to any Opadrant. Zero is
neither a positive nor a negative number. Thus,
points with either coordinate equal to zero do
not belong to any Quadrant.

2. The x-coordinate tells how far a point is located
from the y-axis. Thus, a vertical line consists
of all points whose x-coordinates are the same.
Horizontal lines consist of points whose y-coordi-
nates remain constant.

3. "Open" and "closed" regions. These terms are not
used in the exercises, but you may wish to intro-
duce them. Stress the difference between the
statement x > a and the statement x > a..

4. In discussing descriptions like, all points (x w)
where x > 2 and x<4 emphasize the meaning of "and".
That is, the point (6,3) is not in this region
because, although 6 >2, 6 is not less than 4. The
term "and", in the above sense, is compared with the
term "intersection ".

re)



71 LESSON 10

EXERCISES

1. In which Quadrants are the points whose x-coordinate is
negative?

2. In which Quadrants does the y-axis lie?

3. Draw an x- and y-axis on your graph paper. Label the
four Quadrants.

'4. In which Quadrant does the origin lie?

5. Co-iplete the following table :

QUADRANT The common
(x, y),

property
in the

,-0 and

of all of the points,
Quadrant

I x

II and y >0

III and

IV

6. All of the points on the axis have the property that
the x-coordinate is zero.

7. Draw a vertical line through the point (3, 0). Every
point on this line has the property that its x-coordinate
has what value?



ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

PART I

1. II and III

-)

T 71

None. The axes are not part of any Quadrant.

Quadrants should be labeled as shown in Figure 2, Page 69.

4. None.

D . X> 0 and y > 0

x < 0 and y > 0

x < 0 and y< 0

x > 0 and y < 0

6. y

7. 3

NOTE: See Item 7 in Appendix D for

a supplementary activity.

154



Every point on a. horiontal line through the point
has what property?

T.E2'00N In

9. A vertical line is dram through the point (-3, 0).
Consider the points on this line which are also in
Quadrant II. Describe the x- and y-coordinates of each
of these points.

Every x-coordinate Every y-coordinate

10. Which coordinate remains unchanged for every point on
a. horizontal line?

11. Which coordinate tells you how far a point is from the
x-axis?

12. Draw a line through the points (2, 2), (-3, -3) and (0, 0).
Describe the coordinates of all the points on this line.

POWER QUESTIONS

1. The coordinates of point W a.re (a, b) and the coordinates

of point H a.re (c, d). Here are some facts about these

coordinates:

(1) a < 0 and b > 0.

(2) c > 0 and d < 0.

Describe the positions of W and H as completely as you

can.

. 155



ANSWERS CONTINUED

T 72

8. The y-coordinate is equal to 5.

9. Every x-coordinate is equal to -3.
Every y-coordinate is positive.

10. The y-coordinate remains constant for every point
on a horizontal line.

11. The y-coordinate.

12. The x-coordinate equals the y-coordinate for each
point on this line.

ANSWERS TO POWERQUESTIONS

1. Point W is in the second quadrant. Point H is in the

fourth quadrant.

NOTE: Emphasize Exercises 6,7,8,10, and 11. If your

students are not successful with these exercises,

then you might try reviewing Lesson 7.
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'LESSON 10

Part 2 Graphing Inequalities

Figure 5 shows a vertical line drawn through the point

()4, 0). This line is the graph of the sentence x = 4.

Every point on this line has the property that the x-coordinate

has a value of 4.

Figure 5

What about the points in the region to the right of the line

x = 4?

The region to the right of the line x = 4 can be described

by using an inequality sentence.

All points (x, y) where x7 4 are in the shaded region

shown in Figure 6.

Y
A

MOO

ONO

V

X

A "dash line" is

used when the line

is not to be in-

cluded as part of

of the shaded region.

Figure 6

Notice that y can be any number. It is only the x-coordinate

that is restricted.
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The dash line is used to distinguish an open half-plane

from a closed half-plane.

While referring to Figure 6, have the students notice

that the value of y does not matter. The complete state-

ment which is associated with the shaded region in Figure 6

is: All points (x,y) where x>4 and y can be any number.

. 158



74 LESSON 10

If the line, x = 4, is to be included in the shaded

region, then we say

x > 4 which is read

"x is greater than or equal to 4"

The symbol > means strictly "greater than" and does not

include "equal to".

EXERCISES

For each exercise below draw an x-axis and a y-axis on

your graph paper. Do not use a whole sheet of graph paper

for each exercise--a quarter section will do. Shade in

the region described.

1. The x-coordinate is less than 2.

2. The y-coordinate is greater than -3.

3. All points (x, y) where x < 0 and y > O. Which Quadrant
is this?

4. All points (x, y) where x > 1 and y > 2.

5. All points (x, y) where x > 3 and x < 5. y can be any
number.

6. All points (x, y) where y > 1 and y < 5 and x > 0.

7. All points (x, y) where y < 3 and y > -1 and x > -2 and x < 5.

POWER QUESTION

1. Watch out for this one. All points (x, y) where x< 5 and

y > 3 and x > y.
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LESSON 11

IFMMMOMMmmommEr

WHAT IS A COORDINATE SYSTEM?

There are many different coordinate systems. Which one

you use would depend on several things. Do you wish to

coordinatize a. plane, the surface region of a. geometric

solid, all of space or perhaps a. line? You may wish to use

angle measures for some of the coordinates. If you use

axes, then you may want them to be oblique instead of per-

pendicular.

The main purpose of this lesson is to have you draw

together and examine some of the things that you have

learned about coordinate systems.

Part I Coordinate Systems Without Angles

In Lesson 5, only points with non-negative coordinates

were considered. Figure 1, below, shows the three axes

extended in their negative directions.

Figure 1

The negative y-axis points into the paper and the nega-

tive z-axis points down.

The way in which axes are labeled varies from book to

book. There is no "always do it this way" rule. It is wise

however, to select one way and stick to it to avoid confusion.



LESSON 11

WHAT IS A COORDINATE SYSTEM?

OBJECTIVES

1. To rev Lew the basic notions of coordinatization.

a. The student will be able to answer the
clution: "What is a coordinate system"?
in terminology similar to that used in
the Student's Preface.

b. The student will be able to make proper use of
such terms as: origin, axes, scale and coor-
dinates.

2, The student will be able to relate the number of
coordinates used in a system to the, number of
Olmensions in the sys':,?!11.

3. The student will be abbe to coordinatize a line.

4. The student will be able to describe, orally using a
physical mo6e1, some -coordinate sc'i4cire appropriate
for the surface region of a regular solid.

EXAMPLES:

a. Given a cube, the student may decide to paint
each face a separate color. Then each face
could be coordinatized using rectangular
coordinates. Thus, some point on the surface
region of the cube would have the coordinates,
say,(black, 2,8).

b.

tee

162

A(8,300°)

The location of
any point on the
surface region
of this cylinder
can be described
by usini2, a com-
bination of angle
measure and height.

T75



In sc..7.7n

plan;-2s r.!an

be 1.1ci to locate: a

point by givin its

rlirc!ctc,.1 distance

arth of

pianos.

FigurD

YZ
PLANE

I X Z
I PLANE

1/

Each directed distance is a. coordinate of the point's

position. The coordinates of a. point in space are given in

the form of an ordered triple of numbers.

If the three axes are mutually perpendicular, tnen the

coordinates are called rectangular coordinates. The word

rectangular comes from right-angled.

The three coordinate planes (the xy-plane, the

and the yz-plane) divide space up into compartments. Each

compartment is called an Octant. The axes are not included

in any Octant.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Why is the ter :n C3taftt.used to nan,) the 7!opart!nnt2
r2reated by intersectin ::oordinate rlanc:n

9. Explain why three coordinates are necessary to deEcribe
a point's location in space.
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EQUIPMENT AND TEACHING AIDS

Physical models for demonstration purposes, e.g., cubes,

cylinders, cones and spheres. Flexible rulers (plastic or

cloth tapes), full circle protractors, and rectangular

coordinate paper. Construction paper, tape, scissors,

depending on how much display work is to be done. Enough

for each small group of students.

CONTENT AND APPROACH

This lesson is divided into three parts and it will

take two or three days to complete. Part 1 is meant to be

handled largely via class discussion. Use transparencies

from earlier lessons for review.

The main purpose of Part 1 is for the student to see

the relationship between coordinatizing space, the plane,

and the line and the number of coordinates needed for each

system.

In Part 2, the student works exercises related to

spherical coordinates. These exercises extend naturally

from the student's earlier work in Lesson 3.

ANSWERS TO DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. There are 8 compartments. Oct is the Latin root

for 8.

2. Space has three dimensions. There has to be a coor-

dinate for each dimension.
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LESSON 11 77

EXERCISES

1. The Octant which is usually number one is the one where

each coordinate is positive. This is the Octant we used

in Lesson 5. The other Octants can be numbered as follows:

The Octants II, III and IV are numbered
counterclockwise around the positive z-axis
Octant number V is directly below Octant I.
Then Octants VI, VII and VIII are numbered
counterclockwise around the negative z-axis.

Complete the following table:

OCTANT The common property of all
The points (x,y,z) in the Octant

I x >0, y>0, z>0

a II

b III

c IV

d V

e VI I

f VII

g VIII

P. Give the Octant number for each of the following points:

a. (3, -21 1) c. (0, 0, 0)

b. (-4, -21 3) d. (3, -2, -4)

3. The segment connecting points (3,5,2) and (-4,3,8) will
pass through which coordinate plane?



ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. a. x >0, y< 0, z>0

b. x<0, y< z >0

c . x< y > 0, z >0

d. x>01 y> 0, z< 0

e. x>01 y<0, z<0

f. x<0, y<0, z< 0

g. x <O, y> z <0

T 77

2. a. II, b. III, c. Not in an octant

d. VI

3. The yz plane

NOTE: It is not necessary that the students memorize the

numbering of the Octants. It is intended that they

reason out the Octant location of a point through

examining the coordinates.
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78 LESSON 11

In this day of modern technology, computers often con-

trol certain machine operations. Such a setup is referred

to as "numerical control".

Figure 3

4. The drill shown in Figure 3 began drilling at the point

(3 in., 5.2 in., 6.4 in.) and drilled to the point

(3 in., 5.2 in., 2.1 in.). How far did the drill go?

5. The drill returned to the point (3 in., 5.2 in., 6.4 in.)

and then moved
+
.75 in. along the y-axis. What are the

coordinates of the drill now?
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The basis for measuring for numerically controlled machine

tools is the rectangular coordinate system of three dimen-

sions. The machine tool can be programmed to move from

point-to-point or to move in a continuous manner.

In drilling, for example, the drill spindle is positioned at

a single specific point. After the drill performs its oper-

ation at that point it is advanced to the next workpoint.

ANSWERS CONTINUED

4. 4.3 inches

5. (3 in., 5.95 in., 6.4 in.)
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LESSON 11 79

6. (Optional)

The Acme Warehouse stores electronic parts. There are

thousands of different types of parts (tubes, switches,

relays, wire, transistors, etc,) ami it is quite a job

deeping track of them.

The parts are stored on shelves. Each section of shelves

contains 40 storage boxes (called

One section

of 40 bins.

Figure 4

bins).

Each bin contains a different type of part.

The warehouse has 6 floors and each floor contains 48

sections of bins.

t

3rd FLOOR

2nd FLOOR

1st FLOOR

1st & 2nd BASEMENTS

Figure 5
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ANSWERS CONTINUED

6. This exercise is optional. Some of the better

students may be challenged by it if they are en-

couraged to use their imagination.

The coordinate system that is suggested by the

layout of the building is the basic three-dimen-

sional rectangular system with some modifications.

POSSIBLE ANSWER : First coordinate - Floor numbers,

using negatives for basement floors.

Second coordinate - row number

Third coordinate - column number

These three coordinates would locate a specific rack

of bins, but not a particular bin in the rack.

A modification might be to use a "pseudo decimal point".

For example the coordinates (3.4, 6.4,*9) would fix

the bin which is in the rack on the third floor, in

row 6, column 9, fourth bin from floor (i.e., 3.4)

and fourth bin from the left.
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The manager of the warehouse would like to invent a coor-

di.nate system to help keep track of the parts. He would like

to assign a label to each pat so that the label can be used

to locate where the cart :tort.A .1-1 the warehouse.

Figure 6

THE PART NO. SHOULD TELL WHERE THE
PART IS LOCATED.

Help the manager invent a coordinate system so that each
part has a different set of coordinates and each set of coor-
dinates locates a different part in the warehouse.

LINE COORDINATES

When we move from space to the plane we lose a coordi-
nate. A plane has only two dimensions. Space has three
dimensions. In Lessons 7, 8, 9 and 10 you worked with

coordinates of points in the plane so we won't spend extra
time on them here.

We didn't, however, discuss coordinates of a point on
a line. How do you coordinatize a line ?.
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While discussing line coordinates, have the students

focus on the commonalities of three coordinate systems

(Rectangular coordinates in space, in the plane and line

coordinates).

Each one has an axis for each dimension; an origin,

a unit distance on each axis, a positive and negative direc-

tion on each axis and a coordinate for each dimension.

. 1'72
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Figure 7

The line shown in Figure 7 resembles our failiar number

line. However, it has not been coordinatized yet.

First, a point must be selected for the origin. The

coordinate of this point will be zero.

Second, we select a point whose coordinate will be one.

These selections are arbitrary.

The distance between the point whose coordinate is zero

and the point whose coordinate is one is the unit distance.

X

Figure 8

I
0

F

Once the unit distance is known, the coordinate of any

point on the line can be determined. Can you explain why

the point whose coordinate is 1 could have been selected to

the left of the origin?

EXERCISES CONTINUED

7. What is the coordinate of the point located five units

to the right of zero on the line?

8. Give the coordinate of the point located two and one-half

units to the left of zero.
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The point whose coordinate is 1 could have been selected

to the left of zero. Positive numbers would be to the left

of zero and negative numbers to the right. This is contrary

to the order used, but it doesn't contradict the way things

have to be.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES CONTINUED_

7. 5

8. -21



Co-Inleto the followincr, viable

Region to be
Coordinatized

Number
of Axes

Number of
Coordinates

Coordinates
of the origin

a) Space

b) P:Ano

c) Line

10.

Part 2

The letter x is used to label the horizontal axis in
rectangular coordinate systems for space, the plane,

and the line. The graph of x = 3, on the line, is a
dot located three units to the right of zero. Describe
the graph of x = 3(a) in the plane and (b) in space.

Space Coordinates With Angles

(optional)

In Lesson 5, an ordered triple of numbers was used to

describe the coordinates of a point in space.

(5,4,7)

Figure 9

In Lesson 3, points on the globe were determined by an

ordered pair of angle measures. Figure 10, on page 83, suggests

a way in which these ideas could be combined to obtain space

coordinates.

. 175
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ANSWERS TO EXERCISELONTIN_VEDI

9. a.

b.

c.

3 3 (0,0,0)

2 2 (0,0)

1 1 0

10. a. A vertical line svz.th that every x coordinate has

the value 3.

b. A vertical plane, carolled to the yz plane, such

that every point on this plane has the coordinates

(3,Y/z)

PART 2 SPACE COORDINATES WITH ANGLES (OPTIONAL)

The purpose of this section is to show an alternate

way to coordinatize space.

The coordinate scheme presented here is not the tradi-

tional spherical coordinate system, but an extension of the

geographic coordinates studied in Lesson 3.

You may omit this section if there is no time for it.

The completion of Part 3 is more desirable for the overall

purposes of this booklet.

. 1'16



LESSON 11 83

Let P be a point somewhere out in space. A segment, OP,

connects the center of the Earth, 0, with point P.

The first space coordinate of point P will be the dis-

tance OP. The other two coordinates will be the latitude

and longitude of the point where OP cuts the Earth's surface.

Figure 10

EXAMPLE:

NP

sP

Point P, in Figure 10, is 423 miles directly

over point E on the Earth's surface. Point E

is 3,959 miles from the center of the Earth

The geographic coordinates of point E are

(40° N, 80° W), so the space coordinates of

point P are

(4,382 mi., 400 N, 80° W)
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Have the students imagine .segment OP cutting the Earth

at point E. The latitude and longitude of point E are deter-

mined just as in Lesson 3.

Discuss the point that the angles of latitude and long-

itude do not change as one imagines the size of the sphere

increasing from a radius of 3,959 miles to a radius of

4,382 miles.
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84 LESSON 11

As in Lesson 3, the two poles lie on all circles of

longitude so we have to make a special agreement. We will

use 0° for their third coordinate.

North Pole

South Pole

SPACE COORDINATES

(3,959 mi., 90o N, 0°)

(3,959 mi., 900 S, 0°)

We are assuming that the Earth is a perfect sphere and

that all points on the Earth's surface are 3,959 miles from

the center.

The origin of this space coordinate system is the center

of the Earth. Since any angle of latitude or longitude would

be correct for the Earth's center, we will agree to use 0°

for both the second and third coordinates of the origin.

EXERCISES

1. A stationary communications satellite is 138 miles

directly overhead from a point on Earth whose coordinates

are (57° N, 36° W). Give the space coordinates of the

satellite.

2. What are the coordinates of the origin of this space

coordinate system?

3. Take a point on a segment half-way between the center of

the Earth and the South Pole. What are the coordinates

of this point?
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Discuss the fact that the Earth is not a perfect

sphere.

Note that as in Lesson 4 an agreement has to be made

regarding the origin.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. (4,097 mi., 57° N, 36° W)

2. (0 mi., 0°, 0°)

3. (1,979.5 mi., 90°s, 0°)
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IQ
(.)

is.

. A nlane is :lying over :;olumbus, nhio (gograpic coor-

linnts (40° )3(3 W) ) at an altitude of "?.000 fet.

tH coordinates of the plane. (Round off to t'-e

nearest tent of a mile.)

At one instant in its flight, Apollo 11's space coordi -

nates were (4,07 mi., ?6° N, 90° W). What city was it

flying over and how high, from the Earth's surface was

it?

7. A satellite is in a circular orbit about the Earth. Its

coordinates at this instant are (4,307 mi., 70° M, 110° W).

In less than an hour the satellite will be directly

opposite the Earth from where it is now. What will be

its coordinates then?

Part 3 Invent Your Own Coordinate System

This unit in coordinate geometry has been concerned with

one central idea: the location of points or regions using

various methods of coordinatization.

You will be given several geometric solids - cylinders,

cones, spheres, cubes, etc.

Take one of the geometric solids and examine its surface

region. Your assignment is this:

1. T''ink of a way to give coordinates to each point on the

surface of your solid. Apply one of the methods you

have studied or invent your own.



ANSWERS TO EXERCISES CONTINUED

4. On the Equator in Kenya

5. (35(965.6 mi, )v0 n, .3° W) 7. (4,307 mi., 7093, 70°E)

T 85

6. Ft. Lauderdale, 119 miles

PART 3 INVENT YOUR OWN COORDINATE SYSTEM

Part 3 is designed to be an open ended laboratory
session. The students are encouraged to be creative in
inventing their own coordinate system.

Have the students work in groups of from 3-4 students
each. Their task is to work cooperatively in designing
various coordinate schemes and applying these to the various
geometric regions they have to work with.

THINGS TO DISCUSS

The discussion should be a review of Lessons 1-11.

There is a wide variety of methods for locating points both

on surface regions and in space. The discussion of these

methods should bring out such basic notions as:

a. The correspondence between a symbol and a
region or a point.

b. The ways in which coordinates are related to
referents. (both axes and angles)

c. The arbitrariness in the various conventions
that are used such as order, uniformity of
scale and perpendicularity of axes.

d. The fact that angle measures are used as
well as linear distances for coordinates.

e. Distortion caused by altering the scale
or the angle between the axes.

Have the students suggest applications for various
coordinate systems. You may receive responses such as:

1. Map coordinates 4. Surveying

2. Navigation in space 5. Graphing functions in algebra

3. Global zip code. (A letter addressed to Mr. James

Perry, (51°24' N, 0°28' W) might stand a fair chance

of being delivered.)



LESSON 11

2. Display your coordinates scheme so that another student

can see how yours works. Use the materials available

to make your method of locating points understandable.

Your second assignment is similar to the first. A

spacecraft is on its way to the moon.

Figure 11

3. Assume that the spacecraft is at some fixed point in

space. Think of a way to describe its location using

coordinates. You may apply one of the methods you

have studied or invent one of your own.

4. Explain your method to the other students in your group.
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It would be a good idea to have the students fix up

their iodels for display. Each display would show the

representation cf a Point, its coordinates and a brief

description cf how the coordinate scheme works.

Summarize the laboratory work by relating some of the

student inventions to the ideas developed in previous lessons

in this unit.

Possible coordinate :chemes.

(813300)

00 (01-e
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APPENDIX A
Map of Central Washington D.C.

In case the Official Highway Map of Oakland County is

unavailable, you may wish to utilize the enclosed map. A

list of "points of interest" is included.

Reproduce the map, one copy per student. The students

can label the axes and you can provide exercises similar to

those in Lesson 1, Part 1.



PLACES OF INTEREST
ON INSET MAP OF

CENTRAL WASHINGTON

1. American Red Cress
District Headquarters

4. Auditor's Building

5. Blair House

5a Bureau of Employment
Security

6. Bureau of Engraving
and Printing

7. Bureau of Engraving
and Printing Annex

8. Bureau of Internal
Revenue

9. Capitol, The

11. Capitol Boiler Plant

12. Central Heating Plant

13. City Post Office

14. Civil Service Commission

15. Coast Guard Building

16. Court of Claims

17. Dept. of Agriculture

18. Dept. of Agriculture
Annex

19. Dept. of Commerce

21. Dept. of Health,
Education and Welfare

A-3

. 186

22. Dept. of Health,
Education and Welfare
(South Building)

23. Dept. of Justice (FBI)

24. Dept. of Labor
and Departmental
Auditorium

25. Dept. of State

26. Dept. of the Interior

27. Dept. of the Navy

28. Dept. of the Navy
(Potomac Annex)

29. Dept. of the Treasury

30. Dept. of the Treasury
Annex

30a Executive Office
Building (New)

31. Executive Office
Building (Old State
Building)

31a Federal Aviation
Agency

32. Federal Building
No. 1

32a Federal Building
No. 6

33a Federal Court
Building



34. Federal Deposit
Insurance Corn.

35. Federal Hone Loan
Bank Board

36. Federal Housing
Administration

J( Federal Reserve Building

38. Federal Trade Commission

40. Food and Drug
Administration

L11. General Accounting
Office Building

42. General Services
Administration

43. General Services
Regional Office

44. Government Printing
Office (Closed to
Visitors)

45. Government Printing
Office Annex

46. House of Representatives
Office Building

47. House of Representatives
Rayburn House Office
Building

48. House of Representatives
Office Building (Few)

49. Information Service

50. Interstate Commerce
Commission

51. Lafayette Building

52. Library of Congress

. A-4

52a Medical Museum of
the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology

53. Munitions BIAlding

53a National Academy
of Sciences

53b National Aeronautics
and Space Administra-
tion

54. National Archives

54a National Science
Foundation

55. Pension Building

56. Post Office Dept.
(New Building)

57. Post Office Dept.
(Old Building)

58. Securities and
Exchange Building

59. Selective Service
System HQ

61. Senate Office
Building

62. Senate Office
Building (New)

62a Simon Bolivar
Statue and Plaza

63. Supreme Court
Building

63a Taft Memorial, Robert A.

64. Tariff Commission

65. Veterans Administration

66. Weather Bureau

68. White House
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APPENDIX B

TRANSPARENCY MASTERS

(For those transparencies which are recommended

but not provided by Oakland Schools)

Page

2-1. 6 by 6 grid - 36 square inches B-3

2-2. Zip Code B-5

R-3. Centerville City . B-7

2-4. Parking Lot . B-9

3-3. Globe . B-11

4-1. a. Map of Michigan . B-13a

b. Full Circle Protractor B-13b

c. Eighth inch Rulers B-13c

For Reproducing Student Graph Paper

7-1 Lattice Paper B-3.4

9-1 Rectangular Coordinate Paper B-16

B-1
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APPENDIX C

Supplementary Activities

Page
1. Circle Coordinates C-2

2. Fixing A Point C-7

3. Tic-Tac-Toe c-8

4. Battleship
C
-9

5. Qubie C-10

6. A 3- Dimensional

Tinker Toy Lattice C-11

7. Coordinate Baseball C-12



Circle Coordinates

A Supplementary Activity

PURPOSES

1. To have the students "discuss", via verbal cues supplied

by the teacher, how this particular coordinate-system

works.

,, To investigate a coordinate system which is "many-tc-

one". That is, a point is represented by more than one

pair of coordinates.

J. To review some aspects of angle measure. For example,
1

an angle swept out by g
of a turn has a measure of 45°.

Circle Coordinates are similar to the Ruler and

Protractor coordinates used in Lesson 4.

4. To won': with rational numbers within the framework of a

"What's My Rule" type game. Students may work with

equivalent fractions; converting from improper fractions

to mixed numbers and vice I:rsa; adding and subtracting

directed numbers; changing direction with directed

numbers, etc..

2'7:1





PROCEDURE

You may wish to r,roduce a transparency of the circle

coordinate grid en age C -3 , or you may draw a representa-

tion of it on the blackboard.

There are many wv:ys to plot points on this grid. One

way would be to select a directf.on of rotation to associate

with positive numbers, say counterclockwise.

The point ("i, ) is then plotted by moving horizontally

to the third circ1B, then around this circle
1.

of a turn in
8

a counterclockwise (c.c.) direction.

The vertical line on the grid is useful only for estimat-

ing amounts of turn.

Other Points:

a. (1, Estimate the position of the circle with a radius

of 1. Then move 1. of a turn in a c.c. direction.

b. (3.25, 4) .
Estimate the position of the circle whose ra-

dius is 3.25, then move around this circle 4 times. Note

that it is the same point as located by (3.25, 0).

c. (3, -*). A -74- turn in the clockwise direction. Note that

(3, -4) represents the same point as (3, =)

d. (-3, =L). Col...nt three circles to the left. This is the same
0

as circle 3, but you have a diffefent starting point for

the rotation. (-3, 2) is the same point as (3, -1.) and
8 8

7(3, T). It is also "opposite' the point
8



- can't plot points on the circle of zero ra-

dius. ,;:e could locate all points (0. N) where the verti-

and :-.ori':ontal lines intersect and call this point

O. 0). the origin.

:iave the students suggest rules in their own words,

concerning the locution of points like a-d above. Guide

theli to generalize rules such as:

(l' The negati71e of the second coordinate reverses

direction.

(2) The point (a,b) and the point (-a,b) lie "diametri-

cally" opposite each other on the same circle

(circle: rail)).

(3) Point (a, b) and point (a, b N) where N is a

whole number represent the same point.

As long as the discussion centering on the Circle

Coordinates utilizes rational numbers this is an appropriate

place to work on some of the operations s..ich as addition
and subtraction.

C -6
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2. Fixing a Point

PURPOSE

The following is an activity which can help students

gain a better understanding of how a coordinate system

"fixes" or "locks in" the position of a point.

PROCEDURE

Each pair of students receive two unlined 3 x 5 inch cards.

Student A places a dot somewhere on his card. His goal is to

oommunicate the position of this point to student B so that

student B can place a dot on his card in the same position

as student A's dot.

Student A ray use a ruler to establish the position of

his dot. He can measure the distances from the left-hand

corner and from the bottom of the card. Student B then has

to receive the coordinates, how the coordinate system oper-

ates an] the ruler.

Student A could use a ruler and a protractor to report

the dot's coordinates similar to Lesson 4. The bottom left-

hand corner of the card can serve as the origin.

If student A places three noncollinear dots on his card

as was done in Lesson 9, page 68, he will be able to "fix"

the position of the dot. The three noncollinear points

determine the origin, axes and unit distances for a two

dimensional coordinate system. Student A will have diffi-

culty, however, in communicating the position of his dot

because student B will not have the necessary reference

lines.

Capitalize on the above situation since it underlines

the nature of the connection between a set of coordinates

and their referents.



. Tic-Tac-Toe

PUR POS E

To provide additional practice in plotting points.

PROCEDURE

The basic Tic-Tac-Toe same is played on a 3 x 3 grid

with Xis and 0' s .

0 X
00

The player with three of his markers in a line wins.

This game is easily adapted to a coordinate system.

C -8
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You may use either the grid cells or the lattice points.

Fol;r in a row, insteaj of three in a row, brings a little

more stratcy into the game. Teams alternate turns.

If a pair of coordinates is called cut twice, the offending

team loses their tArn.

EXAMPLE: X XX x(;)e
Xii)0

TEAM X TEAM 0

1. (2, 2) 1. (3, 2)

(5, 5) 3)

3. 3. (4, 2)

4. (2, 4. (2, 4)

5. (4, WIN!

4. BATTLESHIP

PURPOSE
To provide additional pratice in plotting points.

PROCEDURE
Each team has a navy with 4 ships. Team A tries

to sink all of team B's ships. The four ships are deployed

on a 10 x 10 coordinate grid. As in Tic-Tac-Toe you may use

either the grid cells or the lattice points. Each team places

its own ships in its own way. The number of points (cells)

allocated for each ship is as follows:



Aircraft ':!arrier ... 6 :points (cells)

Battleship . . . points (cells)

Destroyer points (cells)

Submarine . . 3 points (cells)

Tcam A calls 00: a shot (a pair of coordinates). If a

ship of Team is hit, Team B must say "hit" and name the

type of chip hit. Teams alternate turns. Since Aircraft

Carriers and Battleships are so big, it takes t'v,c separate

hits to sink them. cne nit, however, to sink the

De2troyr-rs and Subl:.arines.

EXAMPLE:

A C.

TEAM A'S DEPLOYMENT

Each team will find it wise to keep a record of their

tries so that they will not waste any shots. The team that

loses all of its shi7s loses the war.

5. AUBIC

PURPOSE
To provide additional practice in plotting points in

a three-dinensional rectangular coordinate system.
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. Coordinate Baseball

PURPOSE

Ti 1 , 1,Llnal .,-rEctice :oint: in

a 7w- reetani--J:ar cocrilnate syste!.. This a-2tivity

is also .:sef..-1 in the student's al,-ebraic skIlls

by 1..-1.7-1diri7 an ,nr-,rt.zilty to sunDly the linear equation

which: "fits": a set of coordinates of points which lie in a

line . This follos nicely fro'r Lesson 7.

PROCEDURE

Ten students are lividei into two teams of five

Players each. Team A is uri to bat and Team is in the

field. The pitcher who is on Team B, calls cut an ordered

pair, say 13,2). The first hotter on Team responds with

any other ordered say (0,1) and is awardd first base.

The second batter of Team A, however, -nust give the coordinates

of a point which will lie on the line detPrmined by (--1, 2) and

(0, -1) . If he does, he is awarded first base and the other

runner moves to second base. If not, he is out.

Let i.17, assume the second batter of Team A said (-1, 0)

and reached first base. The third batter must give a pair of

coordinates of a point which lies on this line to reach first

base and thus advance the other two batters. If he doesn't,

then he is out and the fourth batter comes up, etc.. After

the :ine has been determined by the pitcher and the first

batter, any succeeding batter (provided there are not two

outs) can hit a home run by giving the rule which determines

the line (i.e., its equation).

In the case described above the home run would be hit

by the batter who gives the equation x y = -1. This

equation may be riven verbally as in saying: "The sum of

the two coordinates is negative one".

0-12
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PROCEDURE

c,u'cic is a commercial game by Parker 3rothers, Incor-

poralc,!. -:s.:entizAlly It is a three-dimensional -:ic-Tac-Toe

e. For plr.nes Lour by four cells on each plane.

The move:: can be recorded by means of an ordered triple.

. A 3-Dimensional Tinker Toy Lattice

PURPOSE

To provide additional practice in plotting points

in a three-dimensional rectangular coordinate system.

PROCEDURE

A tinker toy construction. Each connector of the

tinker toy lattice can be made to represent an ordered

triple. The connecting sticks which represent the axes

can be colored so as to contrast with the other sticks.

As a side benefit the students can calculate the number

of necessary sticks and connectors needed. They also could

benefit Crom taking part in the actual construction of the

lattice.
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if the team in the field discovers the rule for the

line bnfore the battr does, then the team at bat is retired

automatically and the two teams switch positions.

A referee will be needed to determine the cuts, hits,

walks, ar. home runs.

If the team in the field announces an incorrect rule,

then the batter is awarded a walk to first base.

Tc speed the gale ur, it would be wise tc allow only

two outs prr side per inning. But if the team in the field

gives the rule, then the two teams change places automatically.

EXAMPLE:

Team A at bat and the pitcher says (-3, 2). The 1st batter

says (0, -1) and takes 1st .base. The 2nd batter is up and

says (-1,0). "Correct", says the referee, "take 1st base".

Now there are two runners cn and no outs. Batter number

says (-2, 0). "CUT!", says the referee. Batter 4 says

x y = -1. "Home run!", says the referee. The score is 3

to 0 and there is still one cut.

Batter 5 comes up, the pitcher says (8, h) and the batter

swings with (6, 6) and takes first base. Some sharp fielder

on Team B says x y = 12. "Side out!" cries the referee

and Team B comes to bat with score 3 to 0 in favor of A. Play

continues for as many inninr,s as deemed appropriate.
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